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Rufus J. Palen Files Oath of Murder of Showman Family
Ellsworth Wrapped in
Office as Treasurer of
New Mexico.
Mystery.
Governor Mills has appointed the
following notaries public: William 3.
King, Anthony, Dona Ana county;
E. Atwater, Des Moines, Union
county; William L. Taylor, Roosevelt,
Quay county; Casimiro Lucero, San
Rafael, Valencia county; Clinton B.
county;
Weeks, Thoreau, McKinley
Benito Mares, Black Lake .Colfax
county; Canut Jackson, Clovis, Carry
county.
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New York Was First to Score Gambling to Reign Supreme and Volunteers Help Marines in Their Flood Goes to Socorro ivlcDon
;
But Did Not Keep Lead
Efforts to Restore
Purses to Range from $300
aid and Don Martinez
to $1500.
Order.
Long
Travel "North "

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., Oct. 17. The PhilColorado Springs, October 17 More
adelphia Americans defeated the New
than 100 women from twenty-on- e
York Giants by a score of 3 to 2 today
states have registered at the Dry
contest which was
in an eleven-inninFarming Congress. Among those who probably the most bitterly fought in
participated were Miss Tnga jI. K. Al- any of the world series in recent
lison of the Fort Collins StategrKul-tura- l
years.
College, who gave a practical
Score by Innings.
demonstration of variety in meals on
New York, N. Y., Oct. 17. Score by
the farm. Mrs. Mary Pierce Van Ziel,
innings.:
professor of domestic scTecce at the
R H E
Kansas State Agricultural College
000 000 001 023 9 2
Philadelphia
who spoke on food values,
ii Mrs. A. New York ...001 000 000 012 3 5
P. Melvin of Sedan, Montana, who
First Inning.
took dairying as her subject.
Philadelphia: Lord out, Doyle to
At the farmers institute interesting
Merkle, Oldering out, Fletcher to Mer-kldiscussions of possible products in dry
Collins out, Merkle to Mathew-son- .
farming areas were led by W. Frank
No runs.
.;.
Gardner, of Sfurgis, S. D.; Professor
New York: Devore fanned on three
H. Cottrell, agricultural commission- fast
pitched balls. Doyle out to Davis,
er of the Rock Island railroad, and unassisted. Coombs used blinding
Professor E. H. Webster, dean of the speed. Snodgrass also fanned. No
Kansas Agricultural College.
runs.
Among those who read papers were
Second Inning.
Professor F. E. Waggoner, machinery
Baker out, Doyle to
Philadelphia:
expert of Chicago; Sr. Romulo Esco- Merkle. It was a pretty assist of
bar, Juarez, Mexico; H. L. Bolley, Doyle's. Murphy lined to Herzog. The
North Dakota Agricultural College, catch cut off a
Davis
and W. R. Motherwell, minister ot ag- flied out to
No runs.
Snodgrass.
riculture of Saskatchewan, Canada.
New York:
Murray was out on a
The first session of the International Congress of Agricultural Colleges towering fly to Lord. Coombs mixed
and experiment stations opened at J up a fast drop with a high inshoot and
kept the ball near the handle of the
o'clock.
giants' bats. Merkle out, Barry to Davis. Herzog fanned
on two drop
curves and a high fast one. No runs.

connection with the murder of five
members of the Showman family here
He was released from the penitentiary a year ago, having served a term
for grand larceny.
His wife who was a sister of Mrs.
Showman, obtained a divorce and re
married.
There is a rumor that the
man was seen here last week.
For the Treasury,
The territorial treasurer has receivBloodhounds were used today in an
ed the following sums for the treasury effort to trace the murderer. Three
Robert P. Ervien,. land commissioner, times they were taken to the house
five per cent proceeds of U. S. land and each time took a trail and followsales, 115,083.76; R. Q. Palmer, treas- ed to a crossing where it was lost
urer of Union county, $720.73; C. A. The coroner's jury is investigating
The Pullman Car Company, . tax the murder today and the
The murder11,400.52.
Total, $17,537.60.
theory is being probed.
er used an axe and the head of each
j'iles Oath.
The newly appointed treasurer of victim was crushed.
New Mexico, Rufus J. Palen, today
Battered Features Beyond Recogfiled his oath of office with the secrenition,
tary of the Territory. He took the
The victims of the Ellsworth trageoath yesterday. As soon as he gives
were slain in like manner, the murbond he will assume the duties of his dy
derer going furi'aer, however, and batoffice.
tering the features of his victims beMr. Miller Begins Hour.
In no case has the
Territorial Engineer Charles D. Mil- yond recognition.
motive been discovered. All
slightest
ler leaves tonight on a nine day tour were
working people, in moderate cirin the interest of good roads. Mr. cumstances
with no known enemies.
Miller goes
first to Clovis , Curry
From none of the homes was heard
over
the road
county where he will go
of a struggle or intimation
which leads to Portales. At Portales any sign
that there had been trouble until the
he will visit the Portales Pumping bodies were discovered.
Project and then he will go to Ros-weThree Identical Murders.
Chaves county, going over the
MOVING
Chicago, 111., Oct.. 17. The murder TRIAL
Mescalero Sand Road. He will then
of a man, his wife and three children,
the
go over the Roswell-MalagRoad,
road which is being built by C haves as they lay asleep at Ellsworth, Kans.,
E
county without any financial aid of was almost Identical to the slaying ot
the Territory. Thence Mr. Miller will six in Colorado Springs, Colorado, on
proceed to Carlsbad to look after irri- September 21, and more lately the
gation matter's and from Carlsbad he killing of William E. Dawson, his James
McNamara Does
will go to Fort Houston, Texas to look wife, and daughter in Monmouth, 111.,
over the Imperial Irrigation project October 1.
Not Seem to Mind the
In 'each case, an axe was the instruin charge of the former territorial enStifling Heat
gineer, Vernon L. Sullivan, On his ment of death, so in every case each
way home he will visit the Elephant person in the house was killed, apButte Dam Project " reaching Santa Pe parently while asleep, and with a sin- TWO
TALESMEN
EXCUSED
gle blow of the weapon.
about October 26.
In
Colorado
the
Springs
Alleged Horse T hief.
tragedy,
Mounted Policeman A. Sena has ar- two families practically were wiped
rested Jose Valdez on the charge of but. 'The bodies of Alice May Burn-ha- Two Veniremen Passed Tern- her six year old daughter, Alice,
horse stealing. Valdez was bound over
porarily and Third Under
in the sum of $500 for action of the and her three year old son, John, and
Examination.
Henry Wayne, his wife, Blanche, and
grand jury.
their two year old baby were found in
Goes to El Paso Tomorrow.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican;
Governor William J. Mills will their adjoining cottages. The head of
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 17. With
each
been
a
crushed
had
heavy
by
two talesmen temporarily passed bv
leave tomorrow for El Paso, where In
an
axe.
blow
from
of other
company with governors
the defense and a third under examinstates, he will take part in the celeation, the murder trial of James B. Mc
bration in honor of the granting of WHERE SANTA FE IS
Namara went forward today with constatehood to New Mexico and AriAHEAD OF ALBUQUERQUE. siderable speed.
zona.
James B. McNamara. on trial for
The governor will be accompanied Coroner's Jury Investigating Death of the murder of Charles
J. Haggerty,
Girl Recommends Automobile
by Adjutant General A. S. Brookes of
who was killed in the Los Angeles
Ordinance.
the New Mexico National Guard and
Times explosion a year aeo. seemed
the governor's staff. They will travel
to be one of the few fairly comfortable
The
coroner's
at
a
Albuquerque
in private car, leaving here at 7:20
jury
persons in the court room, in the
o'clock tomorrow evening.
investigating the death of Modesta summer like heat.
Herrera, the girl that was run down
At the opening of court the jury
by an automobile driven, by Leslie
EXAMINATION OF TOM
box was filled again bv the additinn
PAYNE MINE AT CERRILLOS. Schutt, found that "Leslie Schutt was
violating city ordinance, section 44, of two veniremen, replacing Z. T. Nel
land we recommend that the city au son and F. F. Cross, both of whom
Nine Thousand Tons of Ore Blocked
thorities cause to be passed an ordi- were excused yesterday.
Out by Two Shafts and Drifts-Out- look
nance providing for a proper examiTalesman H. Y. Quackenbush, aged
for Smelter Is Fine.
"Ed D. Cox, the expert mining en- nation of all automobile drivers before C5 years, was examined by Attorney
licensing same, and that an age
Clarence S. Darrow, chief of counsel
gineer of El Paso, who recently exbe
and we further rec- for the defense, at the
amined the Tom Payne mine of the ommend thatfixed,
morning sesthe
in
Sunset Mining and Smelting company to fast and recklessordinance be regard sion of court.
driving
rigidly
at Cerrillos, estimates fiTat there are enforced." The dead
Robert F. Bain and J. W. Roberts,
girl was ten the talesmen
9,000 tons of. ore blocked out by the
passed for the present,
old
and
Leslie
is
Schutt
only
two shafts and 410 feet of drifting at years
were held subject to further examinafifteen years old.
the ,100 foot level which will net by Santa
tion by either side, or to peremptory
Fe already has an ordinance
concentrating-$17.5per ton," said like that recommended
challenge.
corothe
by
President W. ; L. Staley yesterday.
Albu"This block of ore, being only 410 feet ner's jury should be adopted in
WILLIAM F. HERRIN
querque.
long and from the 100 level to within
IS OPERATED UPON.
40 feet of the surface, of course, represents only a small portion of the
Suddenly Attacked With Appendicitis
The working TAFT
company's property.
Resting Comfortably After
shaft extends 75 feet below this .ore
Good Night.
and
that
at
driftwhere
body
depth,
ing has just been started, the vein Is
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
FAGE TO
wider and richer than at' any place
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 17. Wm.
above. In conclusion," says the expert,
F. Herrln, vice president and chief
"I desire to say that I conslaer this
counsel of the Southern Pacific Comproperty to be one of the best that It He Has Concluded His Sec- pany, who was compelled yesterday
has ever been
to examine,
to undergo an operation by a sudden
ond Visit to the Pacific
and I can fully recommend It to the
attack of acute appendicitis, spent a
comfortable night an
investing public. Both Messrs Fry
rallied well
Coast
and Statz," said Mr. Staley, "are confrom the operation, according to the
fident that the vein will broaden and
hospital authorities early today.
get richer to any depth to which the A LONG
JUMP TO BUTTE
workings may be extended and also
be Just as good in the undeveloped
!X DID MoDONALD REFLECT
MR. FLOOD'S "GROUCH?"
property at each end of the present Will Visit Montana, South Da
St
Said a
workings.: Our teams are hauling in
Progressive
kota, Minnesota and
ore constantly to the mill site and at
Republican after last night's
Illinois.
St Democratic rally: "I fear that
present there is enough ore at the
St Mr. McDonald did not make a
site to net us over $11,000 when concentrated. We are now receiving bids (By Special Leased Trre o New Mexican) St good impression."
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 17. With St
Said a Democrat: "Why did
on the aerial tramway whichwill be
built just as soon as possible and his departure from Los Angeles today, St not Mr. McDonald speak at the
which will effect a further saving of President Taft brought an end to his St rally?"
second visit to' the Pacific coast since St
Said a Republican: "Perhaps
$2.50 per ton on all ore."
he entered the White House.
St Mr. McDonald reflected
Mr.
Mr. Taft' now will make the longest St Flood's grouch. He looked sad
FEDERAL OFFICERS 8EIGE
COAL MINED IN COLORADO. jump of the present, trip, there being St except when the jokes were,
but one regularly scheduled stop, at St sprung."
Six thousand tons ot coal stored in
The real reason why Mr. McUtah, tomorrow afternoon on St
the Moffat road yards in Denver by Ogden,
the journey from this city to Butte, St Donald did not speak is said to
Fuel
Routt
company was Mont.,' where
County
the
Thursday morning the St be because Mr. Flood occupied
seized today by a deputy United States President will
"go ashore" for St all the time, explaining why he
again
marshal, who took possession in the a few hours.St left Virginia with Its
name of the government It IS From Butte, Mr. Taft goes through St
constitution to come out
had
been
taken eastern Montana, South Dakota, Min- St to New Mexico to induce the
charged that the coal
Illegally from United States coal landi nesota, and Illinois with a three days St voters to have an easily amendon Oak creek in Routt county near stop at' Chicago, one day In Pittsburg St ed one.
i
the Moffat line.
and then back to Washington.
:
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HARD

(Bv Special leased Wire to New Mexican!
Oct. 17. Winter
Louisville,
Ky.,
stakes for the hundred days of racing
to be held at Juarez, Mexico, beginning Thanksgiving Day, were an
nounced by J. J. Winn, manager
for the Jockey Club, Juarez, last
night just before he left for Mexico
City, where beginning October 22, he
will conduct a 17 day race meeting.
Six or more races will be run every
day at Juarez, he said, with purse
jless than $300 added money. The
stake events are all of a guaranteed
value for all ages and as follows:
Ano Nuevo Handicap at one mile
and a furlong $1,500.
Chihuahua handicap, at one mile
and a furlong $1,200.
Navidad handicap at one mile
$1,-20-

V

Primavera handicap at six furlongs, $1,200.
Dos Republieas
handicap, at six
furlongs, $1200.
Chapultepec stake at one mile and
a furlong, (selling) $1,000.
Montezuma stakes at one mile and
a sixteenth (selling) $1,000.
El Paso stakes, at one miles (selling) $1,000.
Rio Grande stakes, at six furlongs

r.

(selling)

$1,000.

La Victoria handicap at six furlongs
for 2 year old (at the time of closing) $1,000.

Third Inning.
GREAT AT EATING
Philadelphia: Barry singled to left.
It was a line drive and the first hit
of the game. Barry stole second,'
AND TALKING
Meyers throw being high, Lapp lined
out to Doyle, who doubled Barry at
recond, Fletcher taking the throw.
Coombs popped out to Dyle. No runs. The Progressive Conference
New York: Fletcher flied out to
Winds Up With Luncheon
Murphy. Meyers grasscutter was too
hot for Baker to hold and the Indian
and Gab Fest
was safe. The crowd cheered as it
was the first Giant single of the game.
Mathewson singled to right, the In LA FOLLETTE FOR PRESIDENT
dian taking third. The stands wera
in an uproar.
;V.
Meyers scored on 'bevore's infield Moses Clapp, Amos , Pinchot,
tap which Barry threw to Collin,
Mermam, Crawford Among
forcing out Mathewson. Devore out,
stealing second, Lapp to Barry.
Speakers.
01
Athletics
j

.

j

New York

li (By Special

Fourth Inning.
Philadelphia: Lord (lied to Snod grass. Oldring popped to Fletcher,
Collins beat out an infield hit and
stole second and the New York play-!tners kicked on the decision.
Baker out, Mathewson to Merkle.
Mathewson made a pretty play on the
tall, leaping into the air to take the
e

nigh bound. No runs.
New York: Doyle was out, Collins
to Davis; Snodgrass hit a high fly to
Lord and sat down. Murray wa3 out
on a skyscraper which Murphy captured. No runs.
Fifth Inning.
New York: Merkle flied to Lord.
Herzog walked out on four wide ones
This was the first base on balls during
the game. Herzog was out stealing.
Lapp to Collins. Herzog overslid the
bag. Fletcher out, Barry to Davis.
No runs.
Sixth Inning.
Philadelphia: Lord out on a line
drive to Murray. Mathewson used all
his speed and the Athletics had difficulty in solving his delivery in the
dark day. Oldering struck out. It
was Mathewson's first strike out. Col
lins drove a high fly to Snodgrass and
was out. No runs.
The weather cleared during the
early part of the inning and there was
only the faintest suggestion of mist
in the air.
New York: Meyers fouled out to
Lapp. Mathewson sent up a high one
which Collins smothered.
Devore
out, Baker to Davis. No runs.
Philadelphia: The Philadelphia en
thusiasts stood up at the beginning of
the inning and cheered Baker when
he came to the plate. Barry out on
high fly to Murray. Murphy flied out
to Doyle. Davis fanned. No runs.
Seventh Inning.
New York: Doyle out, Collins to
Davis.
Snodgrass fanned. Murray
walked.
Murray was safe at second
when Collins dropped Lapps' throw.
Merkle out, Collins to Davis. No

runs.
Eighth Inning.
Philadelphia: Barry doubled to left.
Lapp scratched an infield hit, Barry
taking third. Barry out at the plate
on Coombs tap to Doyle, who threw
to Meyers. Lapp was eut at home
when he tried to come in after Fletch
er had dropped a throw of Doyle, who
fielded . Lord's grounder
to catch
Coombs at second. It was Lord's first
base on Fletcher s error.
Oldring
fanned, iso runs.
Ninth Inning.
New York:
Mathewson
Devore popped out to Baker.
fanned. No runs.
New York: Herzog filed
Fletcher out, Barry to Davis.
fanned. No runs.
Philadelphia: - Collins out,
to Merkle. Baker scored on
.

Leased Wire to New Mesfcan)
Chicago, 111., Oct. 17. The business
o1, tne National Conference of
Progres.
sive Republicans at which Senator
Robert M. LaFollette was indorsed for
presidential nomination, was fin- ished last night and the program today included only a luncheon and a
mass meeting at night.
Speakers at the luncheon include
Senator Moses E. Clapp of Minnesota,
James Manahan, of Minneapolis, and
Henery F. Cochems of Milwaukee.
At the night meeting the speakers
will be Senator Clapp, Senator Coe L.
Crawford, of South Dakota, George L.
Record, New Jersey; Amos Pinchot,
New York, and Charles E. Merriam,
Illinois.

j

j
i

(By Special Leased Wire t New Mexican i
Berlin, Oct. 17. Advice received at
the foreign office from Hankow today
report that a German force of bluejackets reinforced by German local
residents have been landed at Hankow
and are now fighting with a Chinese
mob. The official report states that
detachments were landed from the
cruiser Leipsic and the gunboats Tig"r
and Vaterland.
Members of the Ger- man colony volunteered to support the
uiiij nies.
Looks Bad for Rebels.
Hankow, China, Oct. 17. The imperial government began aggressive
preparations for the i capture of Hankow and Wu Chang today. The first
trainload of troops from the north arrived and camped north of Hankow.
Several thousand more soldiers are
expected to arrive before sun down.
A detachment of the Wu
Chang garrison which retired from that
city when
Hie rebels entered, crossed the river
Hang Tse above the city and marched
inland, probably to effect a junction
with the troops from the north.
Naval Force Augmented.
Earlier in the day the imperial naval forces in the river were augmented by the arrival of one of the navy's
modern gunboats which carried Ad
miral Sah Chen Ping, who took com- mand.
Nanking About to Fall.
Peking, Oct. 17. The acting consul
at Uanking, Alvin W. Gilbert, tele- graphed the American legation here
today that the fall of Nanking was imminent. He asked that a eunboat be

The guns of both Republican and
Democrat are firing loudly through
out, the territory.
Now that Henry Delaware Flood has
diverted his reservoir of eloquence to
other channels, (toward Socorro).
Santa Fe is awaiiing keenly the ar
rival of another orator, Octaviano A.
Larrazolo, who will be here tomorrow night, Wednesday, October 18.
He will speak at the court house, and
the doors will be open at 7 p. m. and
the speaker will commence at 7:30 p.
m
I.arrazolo will undoubtedly draw
a big house and if he is not hoarse
he will do justice to the occasion.
From all reports he is in fine shape
to fire his hearers with enthusiasm
for the winning ticket,
Bursum at Roswell.
Holm O. Bursum, Republican candidate for governor, will speak at Roswell tonight. He was at Portales yes
terday afternoon and Clovis last night,
receiving fine receptions at both
He will be at Carlsbad toplaces.
morrow night, going per auto, and
stopping at Ha&erman, Lake Arthur
and Artesia. He leaves Carlsbad October 19. It is evident that Mr. Bursum Intends to cover the whole territory before election day.
"Mac" Goes North.
W, C. McDonald, Democratic candi.
date for governor, accompanied by
Don Felix Martinez. Democratic boss
of New Mexico, with residence iii El
Paso, Texas, Jacob H. Crist and the
willing candidate for congress, William C. Liller, who was not nominated
so that you could notice it, left today
for the "north." It is said they are
going into the Taos country. The
Democrats hope that Mr. McDonald
will say more than he did at tha
meeting last night.
However, Flood is south and perhaps he will have a chance.
The "Progressives."
Former Governor and Former Territorial Treasurer Miguel A. Otero is
scheduled to speak in Las Vegas tonight, it is said in behalf of the

sent there.

Rebels Take Kai Fung.
Pao Ting Fu, Oct. 17. Kai Fung,
the capital of Honan province is reported to have fallen before the revo-

lutionists.

IT WAS NOT C. A.
CONLIN WHO WAS STABBED.

Progressive Republican ticket
Colonel iSeoTge W. Prichard of San- ta Fe, and Attorney C. D. Cleveland of
Las Vegas, are scheduled to sneak in
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Wagon Mound tonight and at Spring
salt Lake City, Utah, Oct. 17 C. A. er tomorrow.
Back From Duke City.
Conlin, reported stabbed on a Colorado Midland train, is at his home in j Nathan Salmon, the well known
this city, recovering from injuries re-- ! merchant, is back from Albuquerque
ceived in an automobile accident. His where he addressed the Syrian merattorney, Frank F. Young, left here chants in behalf of the Republican
yesterday for Denver and carried pa- ticket. Mr. Salmon says they will
be solld for Bursum and tne straight
pers bearing Conlin's name
Young
traveled over the Colorado Midland i RenuDlican ti(et. Mr. Salmon will
and it is believed here that it was leave tomorrow for Las Vecas and
Raton to speak to the Syrian merioung who was stabbed.
chants in those cities.
Republican Primaries.
PORTABLE SCHOOL HOUSES
Republican primaries for Santa Fe
IS THE NEWEST IDEA. county will be held in the
city of
Santa Fe. in Lamy. Cerrillos and Ma
An innovation in
nen
drid, at 7:30 p. m. Saturday, October
circles will be introduced when four!21 t0 eIeet delegates to the Republi- tuutcuuuu wuiuu meeis
ljuiiauit; fiuuuui nouses, now en route'
10 a- m- at tne court house In this
from Seattle, WTash., are ready for oc-!cupancy. Two will be set up near Lin-- j Clty- - Monday, October 23. In the
school and two near Bromwell er Precincts of the county the prima-schoto relieve the overcrowded and r'es w"l e held at 4 p. m. Saturday,
congested conditions of these twoictobr 21.
scnoois. These schools
consist nf
one room each, with the seating capa- RAILROADS FORBIDDEN TO
CANCEL RATE CONTRACTS.
city of a normal-sizeschool room.
n met
Thpv arc rthtnlnnH
.uv.u at-i a
wot UIf MU
Commerce
each and can be moved and set up Interstate
Commission
Takes Another Long Step
at wm. mis rener method is emToward Control.
ployed in the large eastern cities. St.
Louis has fifty portable school houses
and New York has recently ' intro- (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Oct. 17. All
duced several.
railroads are forbidden by the interstate commerce commission today to
cancel rate contracts with other roads
when such action will result in a raise
AVIATORS DART
of freight rates. The decision followed an investigation of the Northern
Pacific's increase of east bound lumACROSS SKIES ber
rates from Oregon and Washington points on the Tacoma eastern
railroads.
He Is Lying, In Bed at
Recovering From Automobile Accident.
Salt-Lak-

Cit

j

i

"

-

-

oth-coi- n

run to the right field bleachers. The
stands went wild. The umpire declared a hit by Murphy a foul ball.
Herzofi fumbled Murphy's hit, then
threw wild, Murphy taking frecoifd.
,
Davis out, Meyers to
Murphy
taking third. Ames is warming up.
Barry out. One run.
Tenth Inning.
New York: Snodgrass walked Mur-ray sacrificed, Coombs to Davis. Snodgrass out attempting to steal third,
Lapp to Baker. Baker's uniform was
torn to shreds by Snodgrass' spikes.
Baker was spiked in the leg and arm
but pluckily resumed play.
Merkle
walked. Merkle out stealing.
Lapp
to Collins. No runs.
Eleventh Inning.
Philadelphia: Oldring out, Herzog
to Merkle.
Collins singled to left.
Baker got an infield hit on Herzog's
poor throw to Merkle who let the ball
drop. Collins took third and Baker
went to second. Collins scored.
Fletcher fumbled Murphy's hit, Baker
taking third. Baker scored on Davis
single to right. Murray threw Murphy out at third, Herzog taking the
throw. Davis out stealing, Meyers to
Doyle. Two runs.
New York: Herzog doubled to left,
Fletcher flied to Lord, Meyers out,
Collins to Davis. Becker batting for
Mathewson.
scored when
Herzog
Collins fumbled Becker's hit. Becker
out, stealing to second, Lapp to Collins. One run.
Batting Order.
New York, Oct. 17. The batting orMel-kle-

.

der:

New York
Devore, 1. f.
Doyle, 2 b.
Snodgrass, c. f
Murray, r. f.
fanned. Merkle, 1 b.
Doyle Herzog, 3 b.
Fletcher, ss.
to Lord. Meyers, c.
Meyers Mathewson, p.

Athletics

Lord, 1. f.
Oldring, c. f.
Collins, 2 b.
Baker, 3 b
Murphy, r. I
Davis, 1 b.
Barry, ss.
Lapp, c
Coombs, p.
Umpires: Brennan behind plate;
Herzog Connolly on bases; Klem In left field;
a home Dineen in right field.

d

Rogers Making Good Progress in Flight Across
State of Texas

DREAM OF FORTUNE
SENDS SAILOR

HOME.

New York, Oct. 17. Seven years
ago Captain John Armond, master of
HUGH ROBINSON ALSO STARTS the tramp steamer Beigale, was notified that his sister, Mrs. Bridget
Clarke, had died in Chicago, leaving
Leaves Minneapolis to Reach him $500,000. He paid no attention to
the notice, believing there was not
New Orleans by Aerial
that much money in the world. A
dream changed his opinion. The capRoute.
tain reached New York yesterday. To(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) day he rushed off to Chicago to see
McAlester, Okla., Oct. 17. Aviator if the money was really there. On
the present trip to the Philippines,"
C. P. Rodgers left here at
7:30
he said, "we encountered a gale. I
o'clock this morning. He followed was on the
bridge four days without
the tracks of the Missouri, Kansas sleep. Then I
slept the clock twice
& Texas railroad, and started south at around. During that sleep my father
appeared to me and told me the forhigh speed.
tune was real. The dream was so
Rodgers Alights.
vivid. I'm going to Chicago today to
Pottsboro, Texas, Oct. 17 Aviator see."
,
Rodgers alighted near here, seven
miles south of Dennison, at 9:30 a.
m.
NO GAME AT CHICAGO. ' X
X
v
.
Minneapolis to New Orleans.
X
Minneapolis, Minn.. Oct 17. Avia X
Chicago, III., Oct. 17. Base- - X
tor Hugh Robinson started on his X ball: Nationals vs. Americans X
Minneapolis to New Orleans flieht X wet grounds.
X
at 9:12 a. m. today.
.KXXSSXXXXXXXXXXS

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

"

'
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WHEAT MARKETS
STOMACH DISTRESS
EASED
AND DYSPEPSIA GO.

The Little Store

Heartburn, Gas and

Indigestion Go
Five Minutes After Taking
Pape's Diapepsin.
As there is often some one in your
family who suffers an attack of Indigestion, why don't you keep soma
Diapepsin in the house handy?
This harmless blessing will digest
anvthinK
you can eat without the
slightest discomfort, and overcome a
five minutes
gassy Stomach

We Guarantee

Everytl1

Good to Eat and

Everything

Drink

Under th isBrand

!

DOWN.

Visible Supply in Europe Shows
eral Increase Crop Reports
Are Faverable.

to be as

Solitaire Brand

Represented

COVERED BOOt

(Bv Special Leased Wire tit New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Oct. 17. With the visible supply in Europe showing a liberal increase and with crop reports
from there all favorable, the wheat
market today developed an easy one.
Opening prices were unchanged to
fter.
down; December started at 99
read
to
let
Tell your pharmacist
you
and seemed inclined to hold
the formula, plainly printed on these j to 99
cases of Pape s Diapepsin, within that range.
The close was strong with Dec.
then you will readily see why it makes
Indigestion, Sour Stomach, Heart- net higher at 1.00
Corn was hammered a little on acburn and other distress go in five
minutes, and relieves at once such count of the clearing colder weather.
c
miseries as Belching of Gas, Eructa- December opened a shade to
to 04
tions of sour, undigested food, Nausea, off at 4
rallying later
Headaches, Dizziness, Constipation. to 04
The close was 18c net higher for
and other Stomach disorders.
Some folks have tried so long to find December, a net advance of
Oats sagged with other grain and
relief from Indigestion and Dyspepsia
stomach with the because of the slowness of demand De-- j
or an
cures advertised cember started a sixteenth cheaper at
common, every-dathat thfiV havo flhnilt Tnnrlp lin thpif 1 1 ort
Jnncnrlail n Al I.Sin
minds that they have something elsej Provisions gave way in consequence
wrong, or believe theirs is a case ofjof hog prices having a downward
lower
Nervousness, Gastritis, Catarrh of the:slant
initial sales were 12
ito 2
Stomach or Cancer.
advance, with January at 15;
This, no doubt, is a serious mistake.! 22
for pork. s S5 for lard; and
Your real trouDie is, wnat you eai aoes 7.97
for nus.
and
not digest: instead, it ferments
sours, turns to acid: Gas and Stomach
poison which putrefy in the digestive
tract and intestines, and besides,
poison the breath with nauseous odors.
MONEY AND METALS.
A hearty appetite, with thorough diSt. Louis. Mo., Oct. IT. Lead un
disgestion, and without the slightest
4 12-Spelter strong 6.25.
comfort er misery of the Stomach, is changed,
New York, Oct. 17. Copper, spot
decide
soon
as
as
for
you
you
waiting
1212.25; Lead quiet, 4.254.30; Bar
to try Pape's Diapepsin.
52
8

c

8

8

4

8

GROCERY

TER

j

j

Santa Fe. Telephone No. 4a
Southern Corner Plaza.
ALL CASH PURCHASES.
TICKETS WITH
REGISTER
GIVE

WE

2

The Delicatessen Store
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

LOUIS NAPOLEON

191 Black.

2

MARKET KEPORT

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday

Mainour

Lib-

c

Under the

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1911.

M.

silver

(VhereScratchedltMadeSores. Terrible Itchinerand Burning KeptHer
fromSleeping. Cuticura Remedies
Completely Cured Her. NoReturn.
iiTh,aA vnfira nm this winter I had a
breaking out that covered my whole body.
Tt.
an it seemed as if 1 should eo crazy.
It lirst came out in nuia
pimples on my back and
spread till it covered my
whole body and limbs
down to my knees, also
my arms down to my elbows. Where I scratched,
it made sores, and the
terrible itching and burning kept me from sleeping. I tried several remedies all to no purpose.
Then I concluded to try
the Cuticura Remedies. I used the Cuticura
also the ResolSoap vnd Cuticura Ointment,
vent for about four months, and they
I have had
completely cured me of eczema. I never had
no return of the disease since.
skin
the
after
eruption
rest
a cood night's
the
first broke out till I commenced I using
had
only
Ointment.
Cuticura Soap and
see
used them a few days before I could
the terrible
they were beginning to heal, and
Itching was gone.
"Those that lived in the house at the time
know how I suffered, and how the Cuticura
never takn
Soap and Ointment cured me. I
a bath without using the Cuticura Soap, and
remedies
are
better
there
believe
not
I do
Soap
for any skin disease than the Cuticura
Calkins-- .
Sarah
Miss
and Ointment." (Signed)
1911.
Mar.
16,
111.,
Waukegan,
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are for sale
who
throughout the world, but to those
have suffered much, lost hope and are without faith in any treatment, a liberal sample
booklet on the
of each together with 32-care and treatment of the skin and scalp will
be mailed free, on application. Address Pot- -'
- Drug & Chem. Corp., Dept. 6A, Boston.

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
MidAND THE MAN.
15 points lower.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 17. Wheat Dec. closed quiet
a
he
is
9.60.
The mule
gentle beast;
gulf
9.35;
Middling
uplands
dling
100
104
May
And so is man.
Corn Dec.
May 651-- No sales.
He's satisfied to be the least;
And so is man.
TO AND FROM P.OSWELL- Oats Dec. 471-2- ;
May 49
Like man, he may be taught some
Pork Jan. 15.30; May 15.221-2- .
tricks ;
Lard Jan 8.82.
Connections made with Automobile
He does his work from 8 to 6.
Ribs Jan. 9.97
May 8.05.
line at Vaughn lor Roavell, flally
The mule when he gets mad, ha
WOOL MARKET.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros-wekicks;
St. Louis, Oct. 17. Wool, steady;
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roa--f
And so does man.
territory and western mediums, 17
ell at 3:30 p. m. Automouile leaves
20c; fine mediums 1618c; fine 11
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
The mule he has a load to pull;
15c.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
fare between SanU F and Torrance
And so does man.
Livestock
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
He's happiest when he is full;
Oct. 17 Cattle Re- Roswell $10.
Kansas
4LFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packag
City,
Reserve aeata on auto
And so la man.
southceipts 20,000, including 2,000
mobile y wire. J. W 9'ockard.
Like man he holds a patient poise,
erns. Market steady. Natives $5
house in Santa Fe
And when his work's done will rejoice,
The only exclusive
south8.35; Southern steers
Let Him Know It If you are out o!
The mule he likes to hear his voice; ern cows and heifers $45.25;
$2.15 4.25; naa position, you must let the employei
And so does man.
stackand
heifers
tive cows
$2.757;
bulls know it. A want advertisement in the
ers and feeders $3.75 5.75;
New Mexican will reach every busiThe mule he has his faults, 'tis true;
calves $4.507.75;
$3.254.40;
And so has man.
Phone Black
Phone Black
western cows ness and professional man in the city
steers
era
and county and a great many in the
He does some things he should not do,
$2.754.75.
And so does man.
territory. If you have any special talMarket
16,000.
Receipts
Hogs
do not hide it under a bushel.
Like man, he doesn't yearn for style,
ent,
Bulk of sales $6.156.45;
But wants contentment all the while steady.
heavy $6.306.45; packers and butchThe mule he has a lovely smile;
ers $6.206.50;
lights $6.106.45; State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
And so has man.
Lucas County ss.
pigs $4.255.50.
Paivintc 1 fi MM Mnrlrat
CWn
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
The mule is sometimes kind and good.
lambg
75;
is senior partner of the firm of F.
MuttQng
he
steady
$34
And so is man.
wethers and year- J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
He eats all kinds of breakfast food; $4.255.50; range
the City of Toledo, County and State
lings $3.254.50; range ewes $2.50
And so does man.
3.75.
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
Like man, he balks at gaudy dress
Oct. 17. Cattle Receipts the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLChicago,
.t
outlandish
And all
foolishness;
estimated at 8,000. Market steady to LARS for each and every case of CaThe mule's accused of mulishness;
shade lower. Beeves $4.808.55; Tex tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
And so is man.
as steers $4.10 6.15; western steers of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Missouri Ruralist.
$4.257.20; stockers and feeders $3.75
FRANK J. CHENEY.
5.75; cows and heifers $22.60;
Sworn to before me end subscribed
calves $5.509.25.
in my presence, this 6th day of Decern
Hogs
Receipts estimated at
THE STATE
her A. D., Us&.
Market steady to shade lower. (Seal)
A. W. GLEASON,
Near Union Depot
333 HICKOX STREET,
mixed
$6.056.75;
Light $5.156.25;
Notary Public.
heavy $6.056.75; rough $6.056.25;
Cool at Las Vegas.
PHONE, RED 100.
Halls Catarrh Cure is taken intern
It was down to 29 degrees at Las good to choice heavy $6.2o6.75; pigs ally, and acts directly on the blood
bul of sales $6.356.65.
Vegas Sunday night and to 28 de $3.505.90;
and mucous surfaces of the system
Sheep
Receipts estimated at 42,- - Send for testimonials free.
grees last night.
000. Market weak.
Native $2.254;
F. J. CHENEY c CO., TOLEDO. O
western $2.504; western $2.504;
Las Vegas Store Robbed.
Sold
by all Druggists, 75c.
The store of A. Torres at Las Ve- yearlings1, $3.704.50; lambs, native
FINE ASSORTMENT OF
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
western $46.
of
$45.80;
was
broken
into
and
robbed
gas
pation.
COTTON.
41 in cash and a handsome gold
GarNew York, Oct. 17. Cotton, spot
watch.

Phone,

THE

p

WHEN YOU REPAIR THE OLD HOUSE OR BUILD THE NEW
ONE, REMEMBER THAT GOOD PAINTS ARE ABSOLUTELY
NECESSARY TO KEEP THE HOUSE FROM ROTTING. PAINT IS
A PAYING INVESTMENT.
PAINT IS ALSO A LUXURY. YOU KNOW YOU WILL FEEL
BETTER IN A NEWLY PAINTED HOME. ASK YOUR WIFE
SHE DOESN'T WANT THE HOUSE PAINTED?

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

If It

Phone 14

Hardware We Have It.

MULE

1--

4

641-25--

&

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

grain

west-$47.5-

LEO HERSCH

45

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD

DAWSON COAL

" The

Quality Coal."

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite,
nets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.

XT

All J

INU W

IC THE TI II C To select your stones for mounting
1
I IlC 1 liUC for Ho,iday Presents. They are

J

always acceptable.

rs.

26,-00- 0.

Santa Fe Given Third Money.
The Albuquerque Grays won the
first prize, $1,000, in the baseball tournament at the Albuquerque fair. El
Paso was given a second purse or
$400, and Santa Fe, third purse , or

Imperial Laundry

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DA V.

Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if it
fails to cure. E. VV. GROVE'S signa
ture is on each box. 25c.

For Best Laundry Work

Pennants for Decorations
We can furnish beautiful
MEXICO
STAR PENNANTS
NEW
in State Colors for 65c.
Appropriate Novelties for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,

Etc., furnished reasonable
PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS,

at short notice.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

In Police

Court.
Baca was arrested

at

Las Vegas for drunkenness. At Albuquerque, Jose M. Martinez, already
under indictment for larceny, was ar
rested for stealing a bicycle from Er
nest Hammond. Toribio Aragon was
arrested for drunkenness and forfeit
ed a $10 bond for failing to make his
appearance. James Barclay, A. M.
Fred Baca and J. M. Massie
Hilton,
&
Co.
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail Curio
were fined $10 each for drunkenness
PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND 15 or vagrancy and Luis Ulibarri was ar
rested for disturbing the peace.
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF

LEARNARDLINDEMANN COMPANY

RETURNS

Ed. W. Rowland and Edwin Clifford
(Inc.)

THE

Phone Red No. 23.

AVIATOR

OF

Phone, Red No. 23

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

LAUGHS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

DAVE

LEWIS

Phono us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122

IN THE SONG FARCE

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

Harry Kinsell Raises Big Crops.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Kinsell drove
are ordering in car-loa- d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your down from Stanley Tuesday, taking in
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
the eastern and western side of the
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
valley. Mr. Kinsell and sons put up
and Arizona purchasers.
about 200 tons of hay this year and
had to stop the mowers to harvest lae
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
big crop of corn, beans, hog millet, etc.
Mr. Kinsell is a booster for the Estan-ciEstablished 1900
LEARN ARD &
valley and will have a large acreAlbuqurque, New Mexico age under irrigation next year from
L1NDEMANN CO.
water supplied by the Kinsell-Reeve- s
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
dam. The 4 acres irrigated on Ralph
Kinsell's ranch has demonstrated that
a large yield can be secured on a comparatively small amount or water
corn as fine as raised anywhere will
run over 50 bushels to th acre and Prices
For hire at popular price
Suggies and aaddle horaaa,
Direct
hog millet from 50 to 60 bushels.
:
THEODORE CORRICK, Prap .
HACK LINE
COIRICK'S
Messenger.
Phono Black 132.
If you want anything en earth Trj Seats on
v Naw Mexican want ad.

DON'T LIE
TO YOUR

a

'

:

y

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hifch Ball Ginger Al
Patronize home industry.

Delivered to your house.

Phone
213

WIFE
Acts

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. OANN, Prop.

In 3

Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
75c. $1.00 and $1.50
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c.
From Its Run at the WhitShort Orders at All Hours.
ney Opera House,
BOARD
BY THE WEEK $5.00
Chicago
French
Store
Order 20c. a dish,
Noodle
at
Fischer's
Salt
Drug
New York Chop Suey 50c.
Tuesday Oct. 17.

HAVE THE WELL KNOWN

TOILET AND PERFUME PREPARATIONS

Made by A. A. VANTINE & CO.,

SandaUnd OeUha
DUTCH TALCUM POWDER
,

A

Le

--

.

.Icr.--

A

yj
'':-- :

AAA:'

- -

New York.

TbMAUl
VIOLET SANDAL SOAPS.

.

;

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 2

THE SANTA FE MINERAL
WHOLESALE

3oa1

Af D RETAIL

Screened

WATER CO.

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLC8

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. S. F. Depot.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
andRancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjghts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain. :

PHD

C 4

1

C

lUi jAlX

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

R M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single)
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

C5PLL

'Phone

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

When hi Reed cf AnvtMnf
in the LIVERY LINE
Drivers Furnisfcel

Don Qaspar Ave.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
Zook's Pharmacy

:

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

ByCAMPtteLL B.CASAD
Thursday, Oct. 19

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

WHEN YOU CAN (JET THE

:

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.

OFFER

You are requested to call and see and
hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

Why Import Mineral Water?

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY

$200.

Magdaleno

THIS

Blk, 6619

45

J. CRICHTON

R.

Phone,

GORMLEY

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

1,

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

niii;; SAXTA FE NEW MEXiCAX, SANTA FE, N.

1911.
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DOING THEIR DUTY.

Santa Fe Readers Are
Learning the Duty of the Kidneys.

Scores

of

To filter the blood is the kidney's
duty.
When they fall to do this the kidneys are sick.
Backache and most kidney ills follow.
Help the kidneys do their work.
Doan's Kidney Pills build up weak
kidneys.
Santa Fe people endorse our claim.
140 Canon
Manuel Delgado,
St.,
Santa Fe, X. Mex., says: "The public statement I gave in praise of
Doan's Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds
For four or five years I was
good.
subject to attacks of backache which
were so severe that I was unable to
I tried various remedies said
work.
to be cures for such troubles, but
nothing benefitted me until I used
Doan's Kidney Pills. They promptly
proved their worth and effected a
cure which has been .permanent. My
experience with Doan's Kidney Pills
has been gratifying that I gladly

recommend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Fostec-Milbuv-

n

NOTICE

PUBLICATION,

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

N. M.

(07894)

Sept. 12, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
Cano, of Golden, N. M., who, on Oct
22, 1906, made homestead No. 10146,
Section 13, Township 13 N.
for SW
Range 6 E, N. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
laud above described, before Register
or Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of October,
1911.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Ambrosio
Cauo, Bernardo Cano,
Daniel Wright, and Roberto Armijo,
all of Golden, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

ON

BURSUM

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

(Pecos Forest.)

October 10, 1911.

Notice is hereby given that Jose
L. Martinez, of Pecos, N. M., who on
Oct. 11, 1906, made Homestead 07866,
W
SW
No. 10100, for SE
and Lots 3 and 4, Section 14,
SE
Township 15 N., Range 11 E., N. M.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before the Register or Receiver of the U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 18th day of
2

4

Nov. 1911.

The honest plain facts In the
tempt made by Herbert J. Hagerman
to ruin Holm O. Bursum, the Repub
lican candidate for governor are well
known to" all residents of New Mexi- -

ROOT
it

Afl

Commissioners,
part of which
funds were handled by the Superintendent in cash or in its equivalent,
except as to those parts of said funds
ex-

smetiiag awl

and wvitinr.

KLONDIKE

SEEt,

COCO

FIZZ,

COLA,

:: x ::

drab aadefrsa
fitted water

SjLTTA FE B0TTUSG WCSIS
Mr-ir-- -

klO,

UEMY

Proprietor,

-

j
j

t

ibiff v

.

CU-- f

t'

$

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

judg-Herbe-

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

lia-ma-

DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

j

THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR
THE SOUTHWEST

j

nor.

;d

r

COURSES-COMMERC-

INSTITUTION IN

LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC

IAL,

Academic and Preparatory Courses
Boarding and Day Students.

j

Studies Resumed

form Separate Departments
Sends For Prospedtus

BROTHER

September 5th.

PRE5

EDWARD.

j
j
j

presen-cherishe-

e

J

i

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

1

e

j

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Cf Albuquerque Candidate for Attorney

grv.a

Age,
years.
Born in New Hampshire.
Spent boyhood in New York,
Philadelphia, Washington.
Graduated
from
Columbia
59

University.

Graduated

in

1

Territory of New Mexico,
Seventh Judicial District, County

t.

2

1--

five-yea-

in

(Signed) W.

County of Socorro.
Claimant names as witnesses: Jose Holm O. Bursum, Plaintiff,
vs.
B.
Cano, Bernardo Cano, Daniel
of New Mexico. No. 5173.
Wright, Roberto Armijo, all of Golden Territory
This cause coming on for hearing
N. M.
upon the report of C. V. Safford, Esq.,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and upon the exceptions hereto filed
Register.
to the said report by the defendant,
the Territory of New Mexico, and It
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
appearing that upon the completion
of
the
Interior,
Department
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. of his investigation, the said C. V.
Safford, Esq., filed a detailed report
(07753)
In writing herein, together with all
to
Forest
In
Super
Copies
triplicate
the testimony taken by him, and that
visor, Cowles, N. M.
the said report states an account be- Sept. 12, 1911.
tween
the said plaintiff, Holm (0. Bur-- :
Notice is hereby given that Santla
New
of
'go Ortega, of Pecos, N. M., who, on sum as

Fe

1879-188-

In law partnership with T.
W. T. Thornton,
John H. Knaebel.
Member Constitutional Con-

vention

1889.

Moved to

Albuquerque

in

1891.

State
University
from 1889 to present.
District Attorney from 1901
to 1909 and made vigorous
fight for good government.
Attorney General 1909 to
present.
Regent

of

Frank W. Clancy was born in Dover, New Hampshire in 1852, but
spent most of his earlier years in
New York, Philadelphia and Washington receiving education in the
of New York, Philadelphia.
and New Hampshire, and at ihe
Columbia University at Washington,
graduating from the Law School of
that institution in 1873. He was
as a clerk in a overnme-i'- . of
fice in Washington at the time of
his graduation, and earlier had been
clerk and student in the office of
William Chandler, who was later a
Senator from New Hampshire.
Moved to Santa Fe in 1879.
In the summer of 1879 he was ap
pointed clerk of the district court
at Santa Fe by Chief Justice Prince,
and held that position, and the clerk- until
;ship of the Supreme Court,
March, 1883, when he resigned and
public-school-

D. NEWCOMB,

Clerk, etc.
By W. HOMER HILL, Deputy.
(SEAL).
FOUTZ GIVES HANNA A
GOOLV MOUTH FULL.
Since When Do Republicans Aid And
Support a Ticket Nominated by
the Democrats?

General Express Forwarders

General.

to Denver
bel removed
and Mr.
Clancy to Albuquerque, where he has
since resided.
Member Constitutional Convention.
Before he left Santa Fe he was a

member

of

the Constitutional

TJ:lZ
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New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point ot the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DeInstitupartment as "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
m all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W ,M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
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Boys! Here's the Shoe that
Captured the Country!
Here's the shoe you have been reading so much about
in the magazines the "Boy Scout" the shoe that has
taken the country by storm. Never has a shoe created
so much excitement
never has a shoo created such a
sudden tremendous demand as the great "Boy Scout"
Shoe now in town and ready for your inspection.

Wonders for Lively Boy5

"Bov Scouts" are the "classiest" shoes ever
made for rough and tumble wear. They outwear
two or three pairs ot ordinary shoes. J ust tne
ticket lor Daseoall. running, jumping or
any outdoor sport, fcvery boy wno Has
seen them is crazy for a pair.

tO $9
I

Z 10

.1

tittle

10h

Bon'-- Sia
Boy'-- Sii

Bi( Boji'

ut
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Colors
Olive, Tea
and Black

UM-12- .00

to
6 to 1- 0- S3.00

The "BOY SCOUT' Shoe
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tion of 1889, the result of the lab.is
of which was rejected by th? people,
tbe realization of statehooi Vjrg
In.
thus set back for many years.
he was appointed a member of
the first Board of Regents of the Uniin that
versity, and has continued
position down o the present time,
District Attorney Eight Years.
In 1901 he was apointed by Governor
Otero to the position of district attor--,
ney at Albuquerque which position he
twice by!
held until 1909,
Governor Otero and once by Governor
In the spring of 1909 he
Hagerman.
was by Governor Curry appointed to '
the office of atorney general,! which he
still holds.
Fought fo Good Government.
While district atorney at Albuquerque he became involved In violent lo- cal controversies as to the conduct of
county government, which resulted in
a complete change of affairs in Bernalillo county principally through the
valuable assistance of Governor Otero,
who stood by Mr. Clancy against
strong opposition.
Not a Practical Politician.
Some of his party associates, who
are active in political management, are
inclined to look down on Mr. Clancy
as an inferior person on account of his
lack of knowledge of the ways and
methods of what is usually called
"practical politics," as he has never
been a politician in the ordinary sense
of the word although he has always'
been a Republican as a matter of principle being a follower, of the Hamil-toniaschool of political thought, as
opposed to the Democratic views of
Thomas Jefferson.
A Man of Experience.
It will be seen from the foregoing
that Mr. Clancy has been in the active
practice of his profession for nearly
all of the time since 1874, ln New Mexico, and has necessarily acquired great
familiarity with the people, laws, usages and customs of our great state.

(Wagon Mound Pantagraph. )
Mr. Stanley A. Foutz, attorney at
Was-na tetter
Mnnnd hau
with
into
frQm Richard A Ha
ProgreSaive entered
partnership
T.
Republican and candidate for Judge Thomas B. Catron and William
Thornton in the practice of law ai
Court Qn
Santa Fe.
This partnership call
Sept 5, 1906, made homestead entry
and Lots
NW
No. 9885, for SE
to
a
Fout
Mr.
tle
organize
jeriod
quests
of
2, 3, 4, Section 31, Township 17 N., ng
Club." in the in- commencing on the 13th day of gressive Republican.
Hanna. Take all in all, which party those that have been nominated by the
Range 12 E., N. M. Meridian, has filed
lere01ol
"
to
and
and
extending up
notice of intention to make' final five April, 1899,
Fout- - declined, has nominated the best men? Surely Democratic
Mr.
election.
party. I think not and
1906cominS
12th
of
the
April,
day
you can not sav one word against the really I believe the people of New
year proof, to establish claim to the including
of
hls
w
a
an"
'v
and
blow
CW
men nominated by the Republicans. Mexico, after a little second
land above described, before Register and that the said referee has made
thought,
show.swr Siving nls reasons,
Men tried and true, all of them. Men will see that It is a plain case of wolf
or Receiver U. S. land office at Santa all findings of facts necessary tocomes!
M.
1911.
N.
Oct.
10,
Wagon Mound,
the basis of his report; and
and
are
who
above
who
would
Fe, N. M., on the 20th day of October, now the
in
politics
sheep clothing and not fall prey
Territory of New Mexico, by Richard H. Hanna, Attorney at Law, decide cases solely upon the law and to the
1911.
deception.
Santa Fe, N. M.
B. Fall,
Albert
its
General,
Attorney
as
witnesses:
names
Claimant
not otherwise. Would the men nomi
As for me, I shall vote the straight
Dear Sir:
comes
the
said
and
plaintiff,
by,
Esq.,
Placido
Armijo,
Jose Maria Ortega,
nated
the Democrats, if elected, be nepumican ticnet ana do all in my
attorney, H. M. Dougherty, and ah Your 1 tter of the 6th inst, request- - above by
Fernandez Armijo, and Gregorlo his
I can not say, but let power to have Mora
politics?
VxaA nnnn the ovoanttnna
1tict tie tn aid In oreanizinz a "Proeres- tioorino
fllpri
county go ReSandoval, all of Pecos, N. M.
- me quote you from the circular printj
counClub"
Mora
sive
for
publican.
of
to
the
said
the
said
referee,
Republican
report
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Yours very truly,
snd the Court being duly advised, It Is ty, received end noted. As I under- - ed and distributed by the "ProgresRegister.
sive
League"
STANLEY A. FOUTZ.
regarding
hereby Ordered, Adjudged and Decreed stand from your letter that the "Pro- - one ofDemocratic
the men nominated by the Dethat each and all of the said exceptions gressive Club," is to be in the interest
A Medicine That Gives Confidence.
same and for the benefit of the Democratic mocrats for judge of the Supreme
Is Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. to the said report be and the
Home Treatment for
Court. The circular
s
states
are hereby overruled:
j ticket now In the fleu, I must respect- Mrs. T. J. Adams, 522 No. Kansas Ave.,
secreof
Albuquerque,
Burkhart,
Tuberculosis
And It further appearing from an fully decline,
Columbus, Kas., writes: "For a num
I will adaoit that I am in, favor of tary of the State committee, who has
Consumptive patii'iits need no longer
ber of years my children have been examination of the report of the said
Hie fiite that formerly overdrr.nl
either
run
the party (Democratic) for years took all sufferers
from lung trouble, or
subject to coughs and colds. I used referee that he has found all .books of j "Progressive Government," National, with a free hand and who is an active costly
nmi
olien
torriMy inconvenient
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and original entry which were kept dur--j State and Municipal, yet I can not candidate for judge of the
fur from homo to other climates
journeys
Supreme or to some expensive samntxrlum. Hunfound that it cured their coughs and ing the period that the said Holm O. 'see wherein I would be advancing
boss of dreds are now stnylnj; (juietly at home
Court,, is a
colds, so I keep It in the house all the Bursum was Superintendent of the progressiveness in aiding and support-sai- the Democratic
curium thonisolvi
!t no expense beyond
of New Mexico.
party
has
and
the cost of n few bottles of medicine.
Territorial
sale
nominated
by the
Penitentiary
time." Refuse substitutes. For
ing the ticket
is
And
one
who
Here
boss.
a
and
from expoi'loneo:
He
memwhat
tfpeaUs
other
from
his findings therefrom and
mocratic party.
by all druggists.
liil S. 4tli St., Cohvyn (Darby . ' Pn.
For four years'
was
inspired
the testimony introduced before him,
"(ientiemen:
i fei tnat you and your associates, bers of the State
troubled wilh
which pnidually beIf you want, anything on earth try and it appearing further from .theaa Republicans, have made a grave by selfish purposes, are reported to came worse; I eeuyh,
had night sweats and pains
In my chest.
was losing my appetite
said report that after allowing all mistake, and that even if the Republi-jus- t have held a secret caucus, divided
a Want ad in the New Mexican
r.
mid bull Iti.citmM Kn thin ntnl
credits and debits that the
nartv . New Mexico la as had no the offices among themselves and arA
attend to my household dulics.
to
use
steam
and
in
.
roller
the
referee struck a balance therein
pronounced my case Consump-- ;put physician
na8 Den painted( that you have "jum- - ranged
Not. being satlstied.
I was examtion.
tnat tne Territory or ew mexico, m
ting their slate through."
HACK
d t f th frvIng pan ,nt0 th fl
Ineil by th" physician
of the Polyclinic
ueienoant nerem is jusuy mueuieu w, WnilJ it may true that Mr Bursum
Hospital; they also pronounced the disMr. Summars Burkhart, mentioned
ease
was
Consumption, which
proven
tne said plaintiff, Holm O. Bursum
in
that circular, is a candidate for later bv an examination of smitum.
n9nHM9. fnr p.nmn.
as
Prom
I was
was
Bacilli
Tuberculosis
found.
lueuu. oi ,,oao.00, ,liuilu
in the past, al judge of the Supreme Court on the ord"fed to n Consumntlve
h
indiscreet
My
Hospital.
said
the
that
from
the said report
TAOS
ing
BARRANCA
liew would not allow me to go until
that is strenously denied, can Democratic ticket. Does that circular uej
I
had tried Hckinan's Alterative.
referee has not attempted to include though
offer the Republicans quote the truth? If so, can you conDemocrats
I had taken the medicine three weeks
Meets Both North South the receipts and disbursements
of any!11"3
"w J
so, they have not tinue as a candidate for judge with I hart lnmarked relief, night sweats ceased;
anyone better?
nfl.
tiTO
tiie breast relieved: cough beTrains.
pnln
Bounds
him.
1 have read in various pacame loose and easy; fever left mo anri
the actual possession of which never !from
I
commenced
well.
My health
on
New
Mexico.
the arrival of came
in
-- m
The Democrats are trying to play a became normal. getting
Leaves Barranca
I am ln excellent health
ine nanus ot inc upcrui -pers "published
imo lu.
and have been completely cured for
the north bouno train end arrives at tendent, particularly the salary fund, Tne. look at tne balance of the very pretty game of politics by trying now
ten years. I strongly recoimnend It,"
Taos at 7 p. m.
the general maintenance fund, the ticket nominated by the Republicans to create discord within the ranks of
(Signed! (MliS.) MARY WASSON.
ana
tn
examEokman's Alterative Is effective In BronTaKe
Democrats.
for
and
the Republican party
Ton miles shorter than any other permanent improvement
get them un- chitis.
fund, the
Asthma. Hay Kever:. Throat and
way. Good covered hacks and good penitentiary Income fund and the Pte the ticket nominated by these der the name of "Progressive" lo vote I.ting Troubles,not and In upbuilding the
Does
eontnin poisons, opiates
ticket. And system.
teams. Faro $5.00 round trip. Teams scenic route fund, which were paid parties for the Supreme Court The the straight
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
vote the Democratic
furnished commercial men to take In to the Treasurer and drawn out by j Republicans have nominated Parker, why should
of cured eases and write to Eckman
j
Laboratory, Philadelphia. Ph., fnr more evithe surrounding towns. Wirt Embudo warrants by the Auditor on vouchers Roberts and Wright. The Democrats ticket. Will we gain any better
dence. For sale bv all leading druggists and
In New Mexico by electing Dy Zook's Pharmacy ln Santa F
approve 1 by the Board of Penitentiary have nominated Durkhart, Dunn and
Station.

rlvd

TO

tinued until 1887, when Mr. Thoi-i-towithdrew from the firm sr.!
John H. Knaebel, who recently diod
in Santa Fe, took his place. In 1891
this firm was dissolved, and Mr. Knae-

i

B. Catron,

D. 1911.

1911.

1873.

District Clerk at Santa

Socorro. ss.
I, W. D. Newcomb, Clerk of the 7th
Judicial District of the Territory of
New Mexico, within and for the County of Socorro, do hereby certify that
the above and foregoing, is a true and
correct copy of JUDGMENT AND
DECREE, signed
by the Presiding
Judge, and which remains of record
and on file In my office.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said Court at my office in the City
of Socorro,
Socorro
New
County,
Mexico, this 3rd day of October, A.

n

from Law School

Clerk and student in office
of U. S. Senator William E.
Chandler.
Government clerk.
Came to New Mexiro 37
years ago.
District Clerk at Albuquer
que, 1875 and 1S76.

j

o

WOOD'YS

the thirsty as

i

pense by the Superintendent and
cowhowere in the territory at that paid to the credit of Convict Earn- lrgs or expended as contingent funds,
time.
and as to all of those funds, except
who
And those residents, those
gucn fundg as wfire drawQ ag' conUn
know Hoira O. Bursum ana wno Know gent expense, nothing in this
J. Hagerman, intimately and nient is in any manner to be taken as
then determining or passing upon the
well, know that the charges
against Holm O. Bursum were bility, either to the Territory or to
untrue and were so proven in open! the United States of America of the
court, thereby starting the rapid list plaintiff herein, Holm O. Bursum, or
ot events that culminated in Herbert any other person.
J. Hagerman being removed summan- Xnw T,,op.fn0 ,t , horov
ly from office by President Theodore
Adju(iged and Decreed that the
, of th Raid rpf
Roosevelt, the man who had appoint- v Saf.
And
office.
ed him to that
be
Mr.jtord Esq in ,gtating an account
.
Roosevelt removed Mr. Hagerman on
d th
d
cnarges tnat n air. nagerman iiau parts fully approved and confirmed.
taken them into court, as did Mr. j And it is hereby Ordered, Adjudged
Bursum, could not have been disprov- - and Decreed that the nlaintiff herein.
en and this Mr. Hagerman knew so Hom Q Bursunii do have and recover
well that he submitted to removal of and from the said
defendant, the
without an effort to clear his record. Territory of New Mexico, the full sum
Mr. Bursum in this campaign stands cf $4,333.56 and that the amount
openly and honestly on the facts herein adjudged shall be paid out of
and on the sense of honor and justice any funds in the Territorial Treasury,
He except Interest Funds, upon
s
of the voters of New Mexico.
no political malice towards tation of a certified copy of this judg-thset of men who aided Mr. Hager- - ment.
man in the attempt to ruin him nor, It , furthpP nrdored. Ariinrie-prand
does he bear malice towards Mr. Ha-- Decreed, by the consent of the
He has only contempt for:tcmey for the plaintiff and the attor-thoswho knew the facts and per- - rey for tne defendant, that C. V. Saf-,
sisted in an ettort to rum mm auu,f d
P5mert.
f
hj
for those misled by misrepresentation lng the accounts and for his services
and deceit, he bears no in win. He as rpreT
inoi,iinv h ,rvieea nf
is bigger than his enemies and their 8l, persons employed by him in assis- methods.
ting therein and all exnenses incurred
to therein, be and he is hereby allowed
"I have no political enemies
punish and no political friends to the sum of Twelve hundred and
reward," said Mr. Bursum in accept- - Dollars, together with the costs of
ing the nomination at the Las Vegas this cause, and the same are hereby
convention and that expresses aptly, adjudged and decreed
against the
said defendant, the Territory of New
his stand in this campaign.
The Journal Democrat, the organ Mexico, to be paid the Clerk of this
therefor,
of the Democratic party and a paper Court upon a requisition
in which Mr. Hagerman owns a large which is hereby approved, and warissued Dy tne Territorial
interest, has persistently lied about rant to De
Mr. Bursum, about his record as su-- Auditor on the Territorial General
Fund, and shall be distribu-tentiarperintendent of the territorial penl- - Purpose
ted
the
inClerk of this Court to the
by
and
honor
his
about
and
aiu reieree aler paying ine costs
tegrity. Whether there was a cam-- herein
in the manner as provided by
paign on or not the Journal Democrat
has kept constantly agitating ana
Dated at Silver City, New Mexico,
misrepresenting the facts in an ef
fort to finish the work of ruin that this 21st day of September, A. D.,
Mr. Hagerman set out to accomplish 1907.
FRANK W. PARKER,
and in which he failed because Mr.
Bursum was not guilty.
Judge of the Above Entitled Court.
The facts in the case are so plain O. K.
ALBERT B. FALL, Atty. Genl.
and so unanswerable, except by abso-

Journal-Hager-ma-

1--
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Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
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trat were drawn as contingent
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SOFT DRINKS
Tte

Shaking at the Very Foundations of New Mexico's Prosperity and Stability and Imperiling Its Future Decree
of Court Must Be Accepted as Final Decision.

Journal-Democra-
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TICKET.

ATTACK ON JUDICIARY

Claimant names as witnesses:
Seferino Lucero, James M. Lopez,
Teodorio Ortiz, and Felix Ortiz, all of lute falsehood and
misrepresentation,
Pecos N. M.
that no fair minded man can believe
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the falsehoods uttered by the
Register.
Holm O. Bursum has more
honor and decency In a day of his
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
official life than the
U. S, Land Ou.ce at Santa Fe, N. M.
combine possesses in all its hisDepartment of the Interior.
tory.
September 12, 1911.
The records of the court of the
Notice is hereby given that Ambro-ciJudicial District tell the facts
Third
on
who
N.
of
M.,
Golden,
Cano,
Feb. 1, 1907, made homestead, No. as they are and the following copy
of the judgment and decree in the
Sec. 27, S
NW
10616, for N
section 22, township 13 N, Bursum case, cannot be controverted
SW
the falsehoods and slanders.
range 6 E, N. M. meridian, has filed by
r
"The following tells the truth about
notice of intention to make final
proof, to establish claim to the Mr. Bursum:
land above described, before register In the District Court of the Third
Judicial District of the Territory of
and receiver U. S. land office at Santa
New Mexico, Within and for the
Fe, N. M., on the 19th day of October,
1-- 2

CANDIDATES ON REPUBLICAN

IS

no-10- 0

NOTICE
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ATTACK
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The soles are made from Elk Sole
Leather tbe toughest and best sole
leather there is. Our secret process
ot tannage makes them wear from two
to three times as long as common soles.
And they're the best shoe you could
get for your feet, too. They're made
especially for growing feet and feel
fine the minute you put them on. The
tippers are made from Elk Skin Leather
and are as soft as gloves. There
are no linings to rip apart, tear

your stockings and hurt your feet.
"Boy Scouts" are the coolest and
most healthful shoes you could buy.
The soles are put on so good you
can't pull them loose no matter how
rough you are.
Just tell yonr folks about them, bovs.
They'll want you to have a pair.
Maybe your pa will want a pair. too.
Ask him to bring you in and look at
them himself. He'll be just as delighted as you are.

Good Luck Charm FREE

with everv nnirnf "Bnv
Scout" Shoes you buy. And it's a dandy. Looks something
like the picture in the corner of this ad, only it is bright
and shiny, like a gold piece-a- nd
it stays bright, too. Makes
ane prize for winners of ball games,
races, etc.
Boy Scouts" are selling fast. Better call right away; if
you don't you'll have io wait until we can send for more.

JOHN PFLUEGER

THE
SHOEMAN
JI9)

We have just received a large shipment made for
Fall and Winter wear with extra heavy double soles

BUTTON OR LACE.
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. ; It ,1s ent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
.mom, the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

THE TICKET.
HOLM 0. BURSUM, OF SOCORRO COUNTY.
;:
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR MALA QUI AS MARTINEZ, TAOS COUNTY.
SECRETARY OF STATE SECUNDINO ROMERO, SAN MIGUEL CO.
?
AUDITOR W. G. SARGENT, RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
SYLVESTRE MIRABAL, VALENCIA COUNTY.
TREASURER
ATTORNEY GENERAL FRANK W. CLANCY, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
B.
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INSTRUCTION
PUBLIC
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COUNTY.
SUPREME COURT JUDGES FRANK W. PARKER, DONA ANA COUN-TY- ;
C. J. ROBERTS, COLFAX COUNTY; EDWARD R. WRIGHT, OTERO
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GEORGE W. ARMIJO, SANTA FE
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COUNTY; HUGH H. WILLIAMS, LUNA COUNTY; M. S. GROVES, EDDY
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CONGRESS GEORGE CURRY, LINCOLN COUNTY; ELFEGO BACA,
BERNALILLO COUNTY.
FE
E DWARD C. ABBOTT, SANTA
JUDGE OF FIRST DISTRICT
COUNTY.
DISTRICT ATTORNEY FIRST DISTRICT ALEXANDER READ, RIO
ARRIBA COUNTY.

'GOVERNOR

superintendent

CONSIDER THE REASONS WHY.
Up to the present time
Hagerman, Candidate McDonald,
the Democratic campaign managers
and their newspapers have not put out
;a single. argument. Jo jrove to the peoaffairs'- - of New Mexico
ple that the
should be placed in Democratic hands,
or that the state would thrive better
:and grow faster under the operation
of Democratic policies of government
Recall the stream of mud and slush
these men and newspapers have poured out on you for the past month and
see if you can find a single argument
which will appeal to a reasoning man.
You cannot find it. The argument

blunders,
revenge.

but on Bursum.

He vowed

Hagerman has never had the

cour-

NOT ASHAMED OF HIS RECORD.
The record of Delegate to Congress
William H. Andrews during his seven
years of service as representative of
New Mexico at the National Capital
has been made an issue by the Democratic party in the present campaign,
and rightly so. But it is not a record
of which the Republican party is
ashamed.
County convention after
county convention, in its resolutions,
conveyed to him the thanks of the
party and the state convention at Las
Vegas praised him.
The delegate of a territory Is a vote- -'
less representative at Washington. He
is not considered at all when the big
Neverpolitical issues are decided.
theless,, more than one congressman
has .testified that Delegate Andrews
secured more for his constituents
than the average congressman, yea,
even than the average senator. Delegate Andrews' never claimed particular credit for this, but gives due mead
of praise to his many friends in both
Houses and to President Taft.
Some of the achievements of Delegate Andrews in congress have been
spectacular, such as the big appropriation for the public building at Albuquerque, which was snatched from an
unwilling congress at the last moment
on the last day of a session, and which
was added to later through the efforts
of Delegate Andrews.
Such was also
the appropriation to pay the deficit of
$20,000 of the Irrigation Congress at
Albuquerque, an appropriation which
was
almost unprecedented in its

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1911.

M.
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How About

That Fire Insurance?:

FIRST

OF SANTA FE

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

Then Act!

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

!

THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY

i!

character.
Other achievements were less striking, but much more far reaching. The
magnificent land grant for the public
schools and state institutions in the
enabling act was about to be cut out
by Senator Beveridge who was opposed to giving the territory any endow
ment whatsoever. It was saved to
New Mexico by Delegate Andrews and
his friends. The thousands of pen- sions, or increase or renewal of pen- sions, he has aided in securing for vet-- ;
erans the past seven years, and which
into circulation half a million dol- annually in New Mexico, are in
tnemselves a record not attained by
of his predecessors. Then there
the three great U. S. Reclama-- ;
projects involving expenditures
of millions of dollars. The creation
ot two new land offices; the appro-- ;
priation for a magnificent federal
building at Roswell; the appropriations for two bridges across the Rio
Grande which had been cut out of the
Indian bill but through Delegate An
drews were restored almost on the
last day of the session. There were
appropriations for the Indian
Schools at Santa Fe and Albuquerque
and for day schools at Shiprock and
at other points, and for other purposes, not one section of the territory
being neglected, the money from the
national treasury flowing into business channels in New Mexico during
years that were lean in a business

--

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes ..telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

SANTA FE, N.; M.

GENERAL AGENTS,

BANK

NATIONAL

(

money-transmitti-

Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Sash, Doors,

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings,
Casings, Base,

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

R.

J.

L. A. HUGHES,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

Plans,
Specifications, Etc.

33166.

Flood has come and gone. He made
no votes and the Democratic ticket
is lucky if he lost none for it. Now
bring on Owen, who defeated state-pu- t
s
hood in the regular "session of the
session and who would have
defeated it for good had ndt a Repub-ane
Mean president called a special
n
sion and swallowed the insult
plied in, the Blue Ballot. New Mexico
certainly owes nothing to the Den
ocrats in the statehood matter,
,

,

j

Six-lar-

y

ses-cam-

im-tio-

The El Paso Herald and the El
Paso Times have issued superb Jubilee numbers in commemoration .of the
statehood celebration tnis week in the
Pass cit?- The publicity given tne
te""1
sources of
those tw0 ambers ls invaluable and

re-ti- g

-

Is given near the space that is
ted Santa Fe.

POLITICS

allot-

1N0P0UTICIMIS

THE PALACE

Assistant Cashier.

4
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HOTELS

AND
accuser is always the most sincere
hater, such being the way' of; human
nature. Since nis retirement Mr. Hagerman has been tireless in his abuse
Santa Fe, New Mexico.. N6vr Under the Same Management.
of Mr. Bursum, and has not hesitated
to match his personal grudge against
of New Mexico. Rooms
the action of the president of the Unit-- , The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City
ed States and all others interested in
en suit with private baths. . Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
With customary
the controversy.
THOS. DORAN, Proprietor.
chivalry and fairness, the Democratic Large Sample Rooms.
press has taken up this grouch of Mr.
Hagerman, twisting part of the facts,
concealing others, and embellishing it
ail with innuendo and insinuations.
Mr. Bursum has been the better
part of his useful life a citizen of
New Mexico, and has done infinitely
more for it than Mr. Hagerman and Short Orders run Day & Night.
Regular Meals 25c,
all of his supporters. In the ques
&
Cold Baths.
Electric Lights
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot
tion of veracity between the two, we
believe the people generally will side 222 San Francisco Street
G. LIPE IIERRERA,
x
::
Prop
with Mr. Bursum. They cannot do
otherwise if they consider the records
and lay aside the spleen that has al
ways actuated the
It being so largely a personal mat
ter between the two gentlemen, we
have always refused to discuss the
Successor to B. P. Williams
matter, and 'see no reason now to
I have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
change our attitude.
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
Fair people are not going to be inCLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
fluenced by the rancor of Mr. Hagerto furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I Will endeavor
man and the anvil chorus of the Demoto give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage. ?!
cratic press, who takes a great delight
in magnifying them, and in attacks
?!
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
upon Mr. Bursum that are so palpaPhone 139 Red
bly unfair and unjustified that they
Santa Fe, N. M ft
have a positive inverse effect upon the
minds of the people. The unfair are
wholly Democrats anyhow, and would
not vote for Mr. Bursum under any
circumstances.
Such being the case," the matter is
not worthy of the extensive consideration of a Republican paper. Roswell
(
Register Tribune.
During Thornton Administration.
Cleveland complained bitterly of

THE MONTEZUMA

Coronado Restaurant

age to come out before the Republican
The Land Barons.
party and fight Bursum. He has nev- way.
Mr. McDonald can not get away
the
Then there were many routine bills
er had the courage..to
people for an office or an expression that were passed expeditiously through from the fact that he and his foreign
The Carey Act land ap- cattle barony and Hagerman, have corof their feeling towards him. He has his efforts.
waited for a chance to strike beneath propriation, the biii enabling irrigation ralled over fifty thousand acres of tbe
the belt. He sees that chance in this districts to bond themselves, and public domain. Why dont he tell the
scores of similar measures. In con- people what he is going to do about
caalpaign.
gress, in committees, at the White it? Albuquerque Herald.
recall
as
matter
you
Analyze this
A Natural Effect.
the circumstances. See if the facts House, in the departments, Delegate
The general campaign of vilificaare not as stated. Every citizen of Andrews was always busy, knew how
New Mexico acquainted with the per- to reach the men in command and how tion against Holm O. Bursum is be
efiod from the appointment of Hager- to secure benefits for his constituents. ginning to have the very natural
to
doubt
the
of
No
fect
ever
letter
people
moving
remained
unanswered,
man to this time, knows they are the
no request ever passed unheeded, to sincerity of the attacks, on the old
facts.
is not there.
him all constituents looked alike, principle that every knock is a boost, trMpher1cl -pnr in.
So it is that Hagerman, becoming a
so long ta lBtance
Hagerman, McDonald, the Demowhether
Democrat, Prohi- that a man who has lived
after Ws appointment of a
cratic bosses and their newspapers Progressive" Republican, has joined bitionist, Republican,
Socialist or
else. rsew Mexico, uveu utu u
territorlai juQg( wnerin he
have confined themselves to calling with the Democrats and is furnishing Delegate Andrews wasanything
in
tirelesss
been
had
influenced largely by a petl- .
.
,
Y,
of
u
I
rest
and
them
funds
.
and campaign
the
.
H. O. Bursum a thief
campaign
the New Mexico people and a aiiuuiu nave a. mil amw hi me ui-,th mnn'a favnr ho was Riir-serving
.
.
thieves, slanders.
New Mexico Republicans
of the;
a
frnm m n1
powerful host of friends always stood ings. The continual yapping
.backers of thieves and liars. Up to the Is it to accomplish anything for New ready to help him. He was
Democratic papers against Mr. Bur- - th(J
busia poUtlcian saying tnat
the
of
sum
total
is
the
that
time
Mexico? Is it to benefit the people, est delegate any
uas Bmlpu lo
present
wu, uC.c i. the communlty and especially those
territory ever had in BUm
campaign. to improve conditions, to establish a congress
the Democratic-Hagermais in reality a very good advertise-- ; who had
and
one
the
t thelr nameB to the a.
ever
that
only
viciHave you ever known a more
Register-Tribunprinciple of government? Is it for any kept the promise that New Mexico ment-Ros- well
u had receiVed advice of ihe ap- ous assault on any man or group of of the reasons for which a clean and would
n
nc
naacrm-have statehood before he went
with "astonishment and re- u pointment
men, or of a more wanton attempt to honorable contest can be made before out of office.
ivir. nagerman mn.
siure
x glgned tne
n0). pa,n
greVjf
.destroy character?
the people?
If he achieved these things as a a muer personal Br.iu6B aganisi
to gay( ..thlnking it
tlon he went
Have you ever considered the REAIt is not. It is a campaign made by voteless delegate, what might he not Bursum, wnicn is peiuaps natural, would never be consldered and not
ana for one moment helievine the anuointne made grave cnarges
SONS WHY?
Hagerman to get even for fancied secure for New Mexico, its cities and since
Hagerman knows Bur-su- wrongs; to gratify one of the worst towns, its irrigation interests and its foiled to sustain them. The defeat Ml ment was possible." For the man was
-- r
is not a thief. He tried to prove of human passions revenge.
utterly unfit for the place; Scribner's
dry farmers, its miners and its stockhim a thief and failed. Experts were
its
men,
railroaders
Magazine.
and
its
mulother
in
can
be
put
Incidentally if a man
hired to prove it. They failed and ad office
In Its Own Net.
tifarious interests, if he had a vote and
who
will
cattle
the
favor
large
MexNew
mitted their failure before a
The Journal Democrat Is caught at
the powerful new state behind him?
who
and
the
land
interests
barons,
ico court. McDonald knowBi Bursum will lend a
last in its own net. The noose it
Surely, New Mexico is not ungratewilling ear to orders which
is not a thief. The other Democratic can
for others is slowly but surely
ful
nor
is
spread
the
ashamRepublican
ex
party
be, executed best through the
bosses know it. They know'felin to be
in about it and it is turning
ed
of
drawing
the
record
MexiNew
so much the better. Bat
made.by
an able, honest man in whom the ecutive office,
this way and that way for an avenue
co's delegater.in congress, for no matA Rich
the
for
motive
Hagerman's
prime
fight
masses of the people have confidence,
of escape. The paper that ' was for
ter, what one's opinion as to his perno man it could not .use and control,
and they know that if theie 'is to be against Bursum, the fight he is inspir- sonality or his future, the
the Democratic leaders and their
unprejuthat libelled, slandered and abused
any show whatever for Democratic ing
diced
and
men
observant
In
both pan
success that Bursum's character must newspapers to make, is Just revenge ties, admit that Andrews has made
every man in both political parties at
Nourishing one
and nothing more.
time or another, stands today ab-- i
first be destroyed.
good.
The satisfaction of one man's hate
solutely alone and thoroughly discred-- j
Now consider the reasons. McDonman may be a camited.
ald wants to be elected. That is the against another
THE GREAT ISSUE.
will appeal to
that
It cannot even name a ticket of any
paign
argument
now
to
out
reason
has
he
up
put
only
W. C. McDonald, Democratic candisome people, but we do not believe the
kind
in the state that it can openly
vote
of
should
coffee
to show why the people
that has taken the place
date for governor, seems to be on unof New Mexico are that kind.
and honestly support. It cannot take
for him. It is the only argument in people
thousands
certain ground, when he speaks of his and tea in thousands upon
the Democratic ticket as it stands for
his behalf his managers have put out.
corporation connections.
there are men prominent on that
According
of homes.
v
YES? NO?
With them it is a case of slander Burto his organ, th Albuquerque Journal,
ticket who have been- abused times
or
sum and ether Republicans,
keep
The Republican Territorial Central he declared in his speech at Albuquernumber by the Journal-Democrwithout
Reason
a
There's
still That they are willing to rest Committee adressed a brief, dignified que on Saturday
to whom the very; offer of
and
evening:
their campaign ' entirely upon lies and letter to the Democratic Territorial
"I represent a corporation, perhaps
rag
support from that
There's a drug caffeine in cofvillification is enough to prove how Central Committee last week, sugest-in- g several."
would be an absolute insult.
Why that "perhaps"? He
unworwith
interferes
which
tea:
and
how
fee and
weak these men are
that it would be well to keep the is frank enough too, to declare:
It cannot support the Republican
thy of public confidence. ,
nominees for the supreme court from
"The issue in this campaign is hon- digestion and has a disturbing effect state ticket because it has abused and
the
With
the stump during the campaign, it est government, and not machine rule.
Hagerman
on the heart and nervous system-show- ing villified every Republican leader and
case is different. Hagerman started was a suggestion that was prompted The boss is the one great issue."
candidate who was ever before the
in some persons more than
his light against Bursum without any by a sense of propriety, of decency, oi
The first sentence is somewhat inpublic in any way.
in others.
known cause. He lost the fight. He a real desire to keep the supreme volved, but the candidate, no doubt,
It cannot do great harm nor any
never could have won it under any court on a high plane. The Democra- refers to the machine that nominated
Oae an continue with the drug considerable good to the men it is opthere were no tic committee considered long and the Democratic ticket.- When It coihes
conditions, because
posing nor even to the few men it
and pay the cost iu physical suffersupports. Had Mr. McDonald been belaboriously and finaly brought forth to bossism, we agree witu ,.n: Mcijun-algrounds for it
comfort
ing, or quit and riturn to
fore the public for even six months,
that Felix Martinez is not yet forThen Hagerman was removed from a three thousand word reply when
able health, provided the condition it is safe to say that the Journal:Dem-ocra- t
The "yes," or "no," would have answered gotten in this part of New Mexico. A.
office by-- Theodore Roosevelt.
would not be supporting him
A. Jones with the state chairmanship
reason the president of the United the purpose.
has not become chronic.
now because even in that brief period
The reply is irrelevant, begs the is in his teeth, the national commlttee-manshiStates gave out for removing him was
Postum offers an easy way to slip it would have found it necessary to
in one hand and grasping for
his connection with a questionable sue, evades the point, and leaves it
its selfish ends to have attacked him
land transaction begun by his prede- uncertain whether the Democratic the IT. S. senatorship in the other, not eff the tea and coffee habit. $
on some score or another.
cessor ivOfflce, li. A. Otero, who is committee intends to be as decent as to speak of his hankering for water
Then, with the cause of the trouble
seeks to cenThe Journal-Democrto
beat the Republican committee or not. The rights, for lands, for power, is a typinow working with Hagerman
removed, Nature will properly take up ter attention upon Mr. Bursum, using
Bursum; that he appointed members reply seeks to sum up some of the al- cal Democratic boss who gathers all the rich food elements in Postum for falsehood after falsehood," In an efof the legislature to responsible posi- leged political activity of the New Mex good things unto himself. H. B.
fort to cover its own awkward positions for political reasons only, and ico judiciary in the past; it sets up a
running for congress and the the rebuilding of the system.
tion and hurry through the campaign.
Once started you can keep on the It
that he was not competent to conduct number of suppositions and "ifs", senate at the same time, is the third
started a falsehood about a land
the business of the territory. Presi- which have nothing to do with the example of the greed of Democratic
road to increasing comfort, and you grab and when the real facts were put
dent Roosevelt went out of office with- proposed action of the Republican bosses. Surely, the boss is the one
before the public the .Journal-Democrwill know
out recalling those reasons.
Central Committee. But the whole great issue in this campaign, and pity
caught in its own net, was forced
to admit that it had, lied. ;
But Hagerman blames H. O. Bur- thing is characteristic of Demo- New Mexico if the Democratic bosses
Reason"
'
It belittled the Republican adminsum for his removal. He had started cratic evasiveness, of the trend of the should gain control.
istrations of the past and when conthe fight on Bursum and been licked. campaign that the Democratic comFOR
The suggestion of A. J. Fischer to
fronted with - the 1. ast Democratic
Bursum would have been more or mittee is making.
it
fiasco and the deflcitf $127,000,
However, what is the difference? the New Mexico Pharmaceutical
less than human, if he had not weland Pharmacy Board that. th
comed Hagerman's removal, for per- The Republicans will pursue the digagain was forced to admit that it had
lied. It could not come out openly
sonal reasons, if not on the ground of nified, the patriotic, the decent course. verbena should be the state flower,
for Mr., Fergusson, Mr. Jones, Mr.
the best good of the territory. But They will not place their nominees for has considerable force of argument bePostum Cereal Com
McGill, Mr. Hand, Mr. Martinez and
Hagerman blamed his removal not on the New Mexico supreme court on the hind it. The flower grows in profu '
Battle Creek, Mich.,
the Democratic ticket for Its own col- bit own
sion all over New Mexico and decka
incompetence, or his political sivmjj.
come-.befor- e

Cashier.

F. McKANE,

Estimates cheerfully furnished.

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black

mesas, hills and valleys with purple
during the greater part of spring and
summer. It is indigenous, and under
cultivation, yields beautiful results.
There is no flower that can be mentioned of which these facts are so
generally true.
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
Ws solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
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Palatable

STYLES IN

BOOK-CASE- S

IDEAL

STANDARD-COLONI- AL

Three different and distinct types of SlotcAvsrnick "Elasmade iu dull or polish finish quartered
tic" Book-Casoak or real mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We car-t-y
the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
es

.

Mew Mexican

t

Printing Company, sole agents, Santa Fe, N.

M.
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umna and its own utterances ' con- men in both parties today and no betcerning these men would give it the ter proof of the contempt in which
they hold the paper run for revenue
lie direct.
Its fanatical bowls have been heard only, need be adduced. Albuquerque
for so long and against so many men Herald.
that it has no weight among men whe
a Hopeless-Casethink, among honest men and among Foley's Kidney Remedy
men who reason.
Hon. Ark. J. E. Freeman says: "I
Without an honest issue in this campaign, the personal organ of malice had a severe case of kidney trouble
and greed, it has no place to stand, no and could not work and :my
avenue whereby It can escape from
hopeless. One large- bottle of
..'
its own pitfall.
Foley's Kidney Remedy cured me and
X;
The
has been on I have never been bothered since. I
so many sides of the fence and against always recommended it." For sale by
so many men that both the. Republi- all druggists.
can and Democratic leaders today, are
- has
If you want anything on earth try
the men the Journal-Democrabused the most. They are the strong a Want ad in the New Mezicaa
case-seeme-

.

Journal-Democr-

at

Doctors' Prescription For Eczema
we

The most advanced physicians o
this country and Europe are now pre
scribing a wash of wintergie41iy.
mol ana otner Booming ana neuiuis ingredients for the cure of Eczema,
Psoriasis and all other forms of skin
trouble. This compound is known as
the D. D. D. Prescription.
Dr. Holmes, the well known skin
specialist, writes. "I am convinced
that the D. D. D. Prescription is as
much a specific for Eczema as is
quinine for malaria. We have been
'or
prescribing the D. D. D
years."
D,
We ourselves vouch fo:
Prescription for Eczema '
he
ly guarantee that it will I
5
itch the instant you ap
d

1

(...'

v.

......

i

will
If you will call at our store
be glad to let you have a $1.00 bottle
on tb guarantee that it wlu ost you
nothing unless you find it does the
work. And you decide. F6r that mat-

ter a trial bottle for

25

cents ought to

be enough absolutely to prove the merits of the remedy.
Drop into our store, anyway, and as
we have seen a great. many cases ot
"a trouwe, we win give juu

pamphlet ' giving directions for bathing. diet etc., for all kinds of
trouble.
AS lor the D. D. D. pamphlet, "Can
Cure ot Skin Diseases." Get po
ed on this wonderful rmd tMay.
- Cap1UI Pharmacy"
?..- N.
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

HEADQUARTERS

CAPITAL S5(V)00 00

Mrs.; Walter will not be at home tomorrow.
J. A. Eaton, the Las Vegas meat
salesman, is at the Palace.
Neal Ahern, a clothing salesman of
Cincinnati, is at the Montezuma.
Mrs. C. A. McDride of Wichita, Kas.,
is a sightseer at the Palace Hotel.
Manuel Ortiz of Xambe, northern j
Santa Fe county is at the Coronado!
Hotel.
F. S. Donnel left last night for Chicago to attend to some business matters.
Mrs. A. B. Renehan left last evening for points in New York to visit

Business

Does a General Banking

Your Patronage Solicited
.

6.

President

lAUGHLIN,

H.

F. STEPHENS, Cashier,

W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Cashier

Dress Wear

FOR FINE

AND CAKE

-

HANDLES
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I
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Fruits and Groceries
Confectionery.
FreshCreamPuf fs Wednesday & Saturday
Phone, 152 RedAMADO GUTIERREZ. PROP.

MILLINERY
ALSO

BREAD

6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c

Dally.

Wash Embroidery, Silk D. M. C. Embroidery Cotton, and for Crotchet
Phone 49 Main

Stamped Linen Doyles, Cushion
Tops and Center Pieces.
est,, doing fiejd
Journal.'

,

work.

Phone 49 Main

Parlor Market
and Grocery

Albuquerque

j

j

SIS

'

we carry several special styles
of Regal Shoes that correctly reproduce exclusive
custom models designed this
season for metropolitan clubmen.

Correct
Regal
Dress Model

FRESH

W. C. McDonald, Democratic candi-- !
date- - for governor of the state of New
MMiico, arrived in the city yesterday
her parents.
and attended .the Flood .meeting at the
H. A. Coomer, general manager of cauitol. Mr. McDonald registered tu
the New Mexico Central returned from the Palace Hotel.
Estancia yesterday.
W. E. Codgell. district deputy head
Gerson Gusdorf, the well known consul of the Modern Woodmen of
merchant of Taos, is at the Montezu- America in New Mexico, left this afternoon for Santa Fe to attend a meet
ma Hotel.
M. A. Ross, the well known lumber in& ot Woodmen in the Ancient City.
CORN-FE- D
Las Vegas Ojnie.
man of Albuquerque, is at the Monte- j
Felix Martinez, "Boss" of the Demo- zuma Hotel.
O. L. Owen, Democratic candidate cratic party in New Mexico, still main- for corporation commissioner, is here tain'ng residence at El Paso, Texas,
arrived yesterday with the 11. D. Flood
from' Clovis, Curry county.
Mrs. Faustina R. de Oyaca, who has Party and attended the meeting at the
been visiting relatives and friends for eapitol last night.
J- H- about two weeks at Pecos, returned
Sharpe leaves next week for
California where he will meet Mrs.
yesterday.
The winter will be spent!
Mrs. Charles A. Spiess left for
ton this afternoon and will be a visit- - in work at the Crow agency in Wyom-- !
Home-Mad- e
or in the Gate City for several days.
iu6, where Mr. Sharpe will continue
Sausage,
Ms painting.
Taos Valley News.
Las Vegas Optic.
W. F. Cobb,, representing the Hem- Mrs. Gregorio Rael who has been
Metallic Cartridge
very jll for about a week, is recover- - ington
"
POULTRY
and
ing and expects to be out in three or Co-- is at the Palace. With him came
Rush Razee, said to be the best rifle
four days.
W. A. Cameron, the traveling pas- and revolver shot in the world. Mr.
VEGETABLES
senger agent of the Santa Fe et El Razee gave an exhibition shoot at the j
Forbes' Quality
'
Paso arrived today and is at the Mon- Palace at 2:30 p. m.
tezuma Hotel.
W. C. Miller, president of the Demo-- !
and Steel-CM. A. Otero is at Las cratic League of Clubs, and who de-Vegas today and will tonight address spite his brief residence in New Mexi-- !
a mass meeting at which
co, sought the nomination
for con- '
gress on the Democratic ticket, arriv-- ' No
Hagerman will also figure.
in the city yesterday and attended
Judge and Mrs. M. C. Mechem of
if
Socorro, arrived this noon from So-- the Flood meeting,
F. L. Schaub, head of the Allison
corro, and will leave again tomorrow
you
Mission School, left yesterday for Ok- They are guests at the Sanitarium.
Mrs. W. H. H. Llewellyn, wife of lahoma where he will settle
up his
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
wc uioLiiut auumej bi ias unices, ousiness attairs and return here in
arrived last night and registered at about a month or two with his family
Don Gasper Avenue.
214
the Alvarado.-Lan- d Albuquerque Journal.
Professor J. D Miller will
m,
Commissioner R. P. Ervien place durine his absent
has returned from Clayton, Union
g. A. Richardson, well knnwn attnr,
county, his former home where he ney of Roswell, Chaves
county, and
campaigned vigorously for the Repub- - who presiQed at the
mocTme' state
PROPRIETOR.
conventinn aias ha
.!.
'
H. L. Owen, Democratic candidate w u.
McDonald Z CnnproRnmpn w
for corporation commissioner,
who D. Flood.
Mr. Richardson registered
makes his home at Clovis, was a at the Montezuma
Hotel.
pleasant caller at the New Mexican
THE TIME TO BUY
Herbert J. Hagerman
office this afternoon.
of Roswell, and M. L. Fox of AlbuHOT
WATER BOTTLES
C.
So
of
Mechem
Judge Merritt
came in from Albuquerque
corro, arrived from that point last querque
last night, and this morning, accom
Is now. We have just received
night, meeting Mrs. Mechem here.
panied Dy Dr. J. D. Hess and C. D.l
alargelinedirect from factory,
They will remain in Albuquerque a Cleveland,
left for Mora and Wagon
day or two. Albuquerque Herald.
thereby insuring fresh goods.
rrv,
il
a
iviouna in touring car.
.
-Hon,'H, B, Fergusson, Democratic turn tomorrow
tf
v
candidate for congress from New dmi,.
Mexico, left this morning for Las
Delaware
Repregentatlvei HenlT
Cruces where he expects to remain Plood nf t. Tmi.. niatrir!.
. Vi..
abput, a, week. Albuquerque Journal. ginia, the state which has a constitu- Theodore S. Woolsey, Jr., associate tion more dimcult of amendment than
district forester of the third district, the proposu- amending scheme of Mr.
returned yesieraay irom a several Food would make the rnnam.,tinn .
New Mexico, left last night for Socor-- ,
ro, traveling per auto to Lamy to
catch the late train.
Mrs. Parmenter and daughter, Ethel
who have been spending a few weeks
KAUNE
GO. here with William McKean, brother
of Mrs. Parmenter, left on Thursday
morning for Santa Fe, accompanied,
by Mr. McKean.
They artived in
1
the capital city on Friday morning,
driving from San Juan, after a long'
to be remembered experience
with
'
floods which compelled an advance-4
FOR
ment by any method of conveyance
We guarantee each and every Bot- - 4
available, from a work train on the
tie we sell to last one year.
4
chile line to a" 'lumber wagon. Mr.
McKean returned home on Thursday
by the regular route. Taos Valley
4
Always Reliable

For

A

PLAZA BAKERY

MISS A. MUGLER

PERSONAL MENTION
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CITY

Beef,

Pork,
Mutton,

j

Veal and

-

'

Lamb

11

VI
- I

For the fashionably attired woman we show
many beautiful articles of Neckwear now so
greatly sought by good dressers.

Our Iin& embodies the most
minute style touches which are
essential to absolute correctness

Service

of

REGAL
SHOES

Fresh-Dresse-

.

Gas-Roast- ed

ut

we have ever shown in
SILKS, LACES AND EMBROIDERIES,

Price

The daintiest creations ever devised
for dress accessories in fas-

cinating array.
We aim to make

Prices Range From 25c Up

the casual patron
a

PERMANENT

better guarantee to

1

$3S0 $400 $430 $goo

Our shelves are filled with
MERCHANDSE, selected for
pendability, style and quality.

CUSTOMER.

fll'ftTF VAIIIF
WF
TTL

ytUIL fiUJuJ
T

de-

That ,urther establish the prestige
r.
of tnis store as a
price-make-

COFFEE, 30c LB.

1

ar

LINE

COMPLETE

STYLISH TIES AND BOWS

and

d

j

MOST

THE

FRUITS

'

-

insure you correct style, correct (it,
genuine comfort and long service.
shoes are
No other ready-to-wein thesame class with them, Regals
are equal to custom shoes in every, r
thing but price.

c

Blue Point Oysters, Fish

n

attire.

Quality

.

Arms-Unio-

I

offer than money back
not satisfactory when
deal at the Parlor Market.

W. N. TOWNSEND

& CO.

NOTHING BETTER.

THE MASTER TAILORS.

.

SEL1GMAN BROTHERS CO.
Phone

P. O. Box 219.

WM: D. ARRIGHI

i

36

1.

I

4i

I
1

Don

!

If!-!- !!

"

and Manhattan Avenue.

Gasper
BEST

CLOSE-I-

LOTS

ON

RESIDENCE

N

MARKET.

THE

,

'

ITS TOO LATE.

'

San Francisco St.,

Santa

:

Fe, N. M.

&

Groceries

and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details

Flour, Hay and Grain,

e

H. C. YONTZ,

Sparks Ranch)

Open May 15th for
Best of Food

,

i

!any
Journal.

Pure Spring Water
No Invalids
$15 a Week

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.
mi
XSSSXXXSXXXXXX XX XX X XXXXX XX
V,

EXTRA

FANCY

PICTURE FRAMING

Elberta Peaches;

A PRIVATE BOARDING

Day and Night Phone.

Phone, I30 Red.

i

S. KAUNE (i GO.

;

c---

HOUSE

'4

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

Very Latest Styles Just Received.

K
K

and will be on SPECIAL SALE next week.
DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

ADOLPH

XXXXXXXXXXXXXK

X

X

X

X

X

X

CO.
X X

FOR SALE
One of the best and most complete mod-

ern residences in the city. Location
unsurpassed. Price very reasonable.
If you are looking for

Santa
Phone

Fe

a HOME, this is well worth your
investigation.

Abstract, Realty

Black No. 52

&

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

305 San Francisco Street.

XX

X X X X X X X
ONE-PIEC- E

DRESSES m the highest degree of style
YOUR IDEALS REALIZED

j

P,

AT

'SlQ & $011
CARPENTERS

our

u.

AND CABINET MAKERS.
bread, pies, cakes, etc. The
best meal in Santa Fe, regardless
of price, at 35 CENTS. Weekly or FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
monthly rates upon application.
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
TRY OUR SUNDAY

W G. BUSH, Prop

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS
Qa

Capes and Skirts

LADIES'

242 Lower Palace Avenue

Welch's Grape Juice!
own
H

painting!

The New State

,

108 Palace Avenue

SIGN

X X X X X X X

LEFT.

Funeral Directors

Ladies' Misses', Children's Suits, Cloaks,

j

JUST A FEW OF THOSE
'

PAINTING

1

Cold

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Carriage & Automobile

annual

thirty-on- e

Pine Apple Juice

r.

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Write Pecos
Telegraph Glorieta

whole

Pure Hawaiian

,

Best of Beds

the

celebrations here. It is a record which

is probably approached by few peo
ple in New Mexico. The Hersch's
while here, were guests at the home
of Mrs. Isaac Barth. Mr. Leo Hersch
it is understood, will be a Republican
candidate for county commissioner in
T7a 4n
Santo 1?a pminfv
a t
The Most Delicious of Drinks, Pal- - best known buslneBg men i,..
of the An.i
atable and Refreshing. ADe- - jcient City and the whole family have!
friends
here. Albuquerque t
cided Aid to Digestion.

the. Fishing Season
...

DRUGGISTS
The departure last night for Santa.
Fe of Mr. and Mrs. Leo Hersch and
Phone, Red Ml. Night Phone, Red 58.
Mrs. Joseph Hersch after snendine
WW
the fair week in this city, brings outiTT
the interesting fact that Mrs. Joseph
Hersch attended the first territorial!
fair In Albunuermie as well oa tho. SS
first state fair, and has missed only
two of

V AUG HAN RANCH
(Old

BUTT BROS. CO.,J

SAFE QUALITY.

DOLE'S

..

'

Fancy

The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Arti- - .
v:
Interested In.
cle That You Might-BTHERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,

3

We have just received some attractive Japanese Screens and
immense variety of Carpets. Hand painted Dishes, salad
sets, which rival anything of the kind in the Southwest, are also worth looking at.

j

Staple

Beautiful Hand -- Painted China

9

Parlor and Dining Room Sets, which are the admiration of all Santa Fe.

a

5.

Where Prices are
LOWEST

Phone, Red 189.

THE

Call and see the beautiful Circassian Walnut

-

O.C. WATSON & CO. 1
19

You can see how we are prepared to furnish your home,
FROM SITTING ROOM TO KITCHEN.

j

BUY BEFORE

1

In Our Immense New Windows

DINNER
'

Phone, Red

64

All Work Guaranteed.

Phcne. Red IIS

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

CO

3

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
THE
Our display rooms are open tor your
are using it. It saves
where
it
your light bill and
pay tor,

SAVES
EYES.
on
you
by having right
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right; Get away from
the idea that these lamps are fcqwrisive: Cheaper, cleaner, eive the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

You

S :ITA FE WATER & LI
.4

IT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.

3 5

r

'AGE SIX

ific

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES

In elleet Sept, Tat
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9 05

J. VAN HOUTEN,

REDMAN,

F. M. WILLIAMS,
Q. P. Agent,

V. P. & G. M

semi-annu-

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

holier-than-tho-

.STC:

e

ko, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, vte fOW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torranca, Ta

THE

Discouraged

The expression occurs so many times in letters from
sick women, " I was completely discouraged." And there
is always good reason for the discouragement. Years of
pain and suffering. Doctor aft;r doctor triod in vain.
Medicines doing no lasting good. It is no wonder that
the woman feels discouraged.
Thousands of these weak and sick women have found
health and courage regained as the result of the use of

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
It establishes regularity, heals inflammation and

Sick women
strictly private
fee to World's
Dr. Pierce's
bowels.
Sugar-coate-

ulcera-

tion, and cures weakness.
IT fimiCES WE71K WOMEN STRONG
AND SICK WOMEN WELL.
Refuse substitutes offered by unscrupulous druggists
for this reliable remedy.
are invited to consult by letter, free. Ail correspondence
and sacredly confidential. Write without fear and without
Dispensary, R. V. Pierce, M. D., Pres't, Buffalo, N. Y.
Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate stomach, liver and
tiny granules, easy to take as candy.

j

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

pm
liOonneots at Colfax with K. P. S. W, Ry, train both North and South.;?;
SStase ror Van Houten N, M, meet, trains at Preston N.I M.'
Stasre leaves Ute Park. N, M.. for Kllzabethtowu, N M., at 9:00 a. m, daily excep;
sndsys, Fare fc uu one way J3.50
trip; fifty pound bagscaie carried free.
C. A S. train leaves Dei Moines, N. M- -. for the south at 11:11 p. m. Arrives from
th
tb at 4:38 a. m.
G.

Fusion Ticket in Valencia.
At a convention held at Belen, the
following fusion ticket for Valencia
county has been nominated:
Herbert M. Hill for state senator.
Pablo Castillo and George Hoffman,
Legislative Nominations.
Progressive Republican party have
Dr. F. F. Doepp has been nominated stated and given out that I had aband- representatives.
for the state senate in Eddy county, oned the Republican party, to which I
Benjamin Gooch, sheria.
and Hugh Gage and Florence Love have always belonged and given my
F. W. Campbell, assessor.
for the House.
allegiance, and that I have affiliated
T. J. Pittman, county clerk.
myself with the
Antonio Lopez of Bosque, Charles
Progressive
Richard II. Hanna Is nothing if not t. publicans, l make this statement Raff and William LeBrun for commisHe wanted to be district to ueny mat sucn is a lact. I nave ai- - sioners.
ambitious.
attorney and failed. Then he tried to ways bten a straight Republican and
Jose G. Chavez of Valencia, treasapointment as district judge expect to remain as such. I do not urer.
and did not succeed. Now he wishes believe in the ideas of the Progressive G. R. Morgan of Laguna, for
county
to be justice of the state supreme Kepublicans, as they call themselves, surveyor: Mrs.
Felipe Castillo for sunor in their principles wherein they
court. Next.
of
perintendent
Crecencio
schools;
depart from the Republican party. I Sedillo of Peralia for probate
judge.
- feel that the
of
the
Otero
to
A.
govbe
wanted
principles
straight
Miguel
ernor again on the Republican ticket Republican party are the correct prinHilario Ortiz, Hanna, Prichard.
ana failing to receive the nomination ciples; that they are the principles
The
Log
has gone bag and baggage over into w hich will best conduce to the .velfare
style of book, too, is responsible for
the Democratic camp on the strength j and prosperity of New .Mexico, and I lots
of young lawyers. Law making
of the nomination for state senator now, again, declare my allegiance and
in this Republic seems to have grafrom Santa Fe county. Verily, the adherence unqualifiedly to the Republi- mountain labored and brought forth a ean party and its political principles, vitated into the hands of the law exby which I will always stand and al- positors; consequently every young
worm, or was it a mole hill?
Blackstone thinks he will have the
ways be found fighting for them. It
Presidential chair under his wing if
Figures don't lie and these tell their is true I have been importuned by he can but get admitted to the
Bar.
Reown story in a most convincing man- some of the
progressive
He is doomed to have an interesting;
to
in
of
Thornton
ner. At the close
the
publicans
join with them splitting time
finding out what the relation of!
Democratic administration there was off from and trying to break up the law anil nolitirs is. T4p
frpmiontlv
a deficit of $127,339.91.
Under a Re- Republican party; but 1 have refused, winds up as a member of some Good
listen
or
to
in
will
the
is
there
administration
pad
always refuse,
publican
Government League at two dollars
territorial treasury today, $592,7GS.29, give heed in any manner to such imannum and a
lunch.
with no deficit and New Mexico's cre- portunities or solicitation.
That is all right. Every
citizjejn
Dated this 16th day of October, 1911. should
dit better than ever before in its
help the cause of good gov- TELESFORO itlVERA.
ernmemt. But what a curious fact
is that the total membership
of
A Boost for Curry.
Hagerman, he of the
such bodies is almost entirely com- clique of silk stockposed of young lawyers! Why this
Tularosa, N. M., October lfi, 1911.
politicians, is said to
inged, would-bTo Whom It May Concern: I, the feverish thirst for reform that burns
have contributed heavily to the Dem
unquenchably in the young lawyer's
ocratic "slush fund'' for the sole Pur-th- e
Rough Riders during the Cuban bosom? Truly, a visitor from Mars;
lenose of defeating Bursum. Yet he
War, being in Co H, my Captain at would think the followers of the
is prating about "good government"
that time was George Curry. All pa- gal profession were the only paand "purity in politics," and posing triotic citizens owe
Captain Curry sup- triots in the country; but the wise
meanwhile with smug complacency as
at this time because cf iiis g'x.cl old practitioner allows the upper lid
port
a martyr.
treatment of the men, for whom he of his left eye to drop slyly and coyly
down upon the under lid. He knows;
bought food when they did no; have
Why is it that all of the
it and when they cotud not have pro- for, like the measles, he has had it,
Progressive Republicans of any pro- cured it, if our beloved captain had not too. Those members of reform bodies who are not lawyers are young
minence are candidates for office on
More than nnce, we went 1o
so, if there is any credit due
doctors,
the Democratic ticket? Is it possible provided.
the company kitchen Knowing that the for
we must inthat they are actuated solely by a
night before the larder hail been emp- clude our learned brothers of the
genuine desire of bringing about the ty and that the
provis'on trains had scalpel and lancet. The Docket.
reform they allege they espouse and not
yet come up. Whit was our deones
that they are the only
competent
to find for our commisaiy, fine
to do it, or is it simply a hankering light
ham and og'js, milk for
light
after the fleshpots of office and a our bread, and all
coffee,
bought by Captain
means to an end?
George Curry. I am sure that the
Palace.
people of New Mexico are proud of a
Democratic Club.
W. C. McDonald, Carrrlzozo.
who took such good care of
captain
A Democratic club lias been organW. C. Liller, Washington, D. C.
his men, all of them son3 of Ne .v Mexized at Clovis at Curry county, with
H. A. Comer, City.
ico. We owe Hon. George Curry a
the following officers:
E. A. Johnston, City.
debt for other things too numerous
President E. R. Hart.
Mrs. C. A. McBride, Wichita, Kas.
to mention here, but all know what
Secretary H. A. Armstrong of the he has done for the new state. He is
J. A. Eaton, Las Vegas.
Clovis Journal.
W. F. Cobb, Albuquerque.
one man in ten thousand who will nof
Treasurer A. W. Skarda.
Rush Razee, New York.
office long
a
in
been
he
take
has
bribe;
Vice president H. A. Jenkins of
Coronado.
a rich man todcty.
but
is
not
years
Precinct No. 9.
Manuel Ortiz, Nambe.
an
and
he
is
man.
ws
honest
Vice President Charles E. Dennis, Surely,
B. R. Wilson, Clovis.
can conscientiously vote the ticUet upPrecinct No. 1.
Thomas Pruitt, Trindad.
on which his name is found. He is
'
Montezuma.
in th3 love of
in
but
rich
poor
money
If the
Progressive Repub- the
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Wells, San Fran.
New
of
Mexico.
After he
people
licans who have turned traitors to
"Here Cisco.
their party were really and truly sin- is in Congress, we can all
Felix Martinez, El Paso.
a
man
who
is
office.
did
his
not
buy
cere they would have put up a ticket
G. A. Richardson, Roswell.
I
as
remain
comrade
a
in
the
ever,
of their own and stood by their convicNeal Ahem, Cincinnati.
U. S. Cavalry
First
known
as
the
tions instead of becoming parties to
F. F. Keaveney, Las Vegas .
an unholy alliance with the Democrats Rough Riders.
C. N. Ainslee, Washington.
ARTHUR
L.
DOUGLASS.
But with them it is political pelf rather
J. W. Tbert, Denver.
.
than party principles. Failing to get
W. Redman, Denver.
J.
Democratic
Committee
Central
County
places on the regular Republican tic
Milton Jericho, Indianapolis.
The Democratic
County Central
ket and knowing they woundn't stand
Gerson Gusdorf, Taos.
Committee
followwith
the
organized
a ghost of a show by themselves, these
V. O. Keim, Albuquerque.
ing officers and members,
hypocrites
M. A. Ross, Albuquerque.
Arthur
Melvini
Seligman, chairman,
did the next best thing and bartered
D. R. Howell, Salt Lake City.
T. Dunlavy, treasurer; Ado'ph P. Hill,
,
ex-Democrats
with
for jobs
in
the
J. Laird, Denver.
all of Santa e
secretary,
change for their "influence." It was
O. L. Owen, Clovis.
The members .ire as follows:
an unlucky bargain for the poor deludP. H. Noch, Lebanon, Ohio.
1, Evaristo F. Trujillo, Pojoaque.
ed Democrats as they will learn
to
2, W. A. Williams, Tes lque.
on
election day.
their sorrow
3, Severiano Rivera, and Nicanor
Baca, Santa Fe.
Face to Face.
MINES AND MINING
4, Chas. F. Easley and Lorenzo GuHon.
H. O. Bursum, Republican
tierrez.
nominee for governor, will be in
5, Jose A. Romero, Agua Frii.
on October 25. He will go
Colfax County.
6, J. D. L. A. Carrillo, Ciensga.
from here to La Luz and Tularosa,
The foundations for the tipple and
7, Ramon Sandoval, Cerrillos.
towns
on
at
October
those
speaking
washer at Yankee have been complet
8, Jose A. Anaya, Galisteo.
26. Mr. Bursum would be glad
to
ed and work begun on the superstruct
9, Flavio Valencia, tan I'.dcfoiiao.
meet every citizen of Otero county.
ure. The grading for the switchyards
10, E. Y. Park, Stanley.
We would be glad
for every citi
below the camp is now practically com
11, J. D. Hart, Golden.
zen to meet Mr. Bursum, to form his
pleted and the laying of the steel rails
12, Feliciano Lobato, Lamy.
own opinion of the man who is being
will be started tomorrow morning. The
Pedro
Glorieta.
13,
Ortiz,
so much maligned and abused. Watch
mile incline, connecting the new en
14, Eulogio Martinez, Chimayo.
him carefully and see if you can find
tries to the northeast, of the camp
15, Jose A. Maestas, Santa Cruz.
any evidence of craftness in his make
with the washer and tipple, will also
16, John S. Block, Santa Cruz.
up, any shiftiness about his eyes. You
soon be in readiness for use. The
Gus
17,
Hunter
Thos.
and
Doran,
will find that his gaze will meet yours,
Re.
great excess of the demand for coal
Santa
level and unflinching ,and you will
IS, C. O. Harrison and Meliton Cas- over the ability of the camp to supply
have a better opinion or H. O. Bursum,
is making it imperative that the new
the next governor of New Mexico, aft tillo, Santa Fe.
facilities be put in operation as soon
Juan
19,
Madrid.
Narvais,
er you know him personally. Alamoas possible.
20,
Pedro.
Quinto
San
Sandoval,
gordo News.
21, Hugo Goetz, Otto.
After exposure and when you feel
22, Cesario Ortiz, Nambe.
Sierra County Republicans.
a cold coming on, take Foley's Honey
Pedro
del
23,
Rio
Medio.
Jimenez,
The Republicans of Sierra county
and Tar Compound. It checks and re
24, Juan Sanchez, Kennedy.
have made the following nominations:
Tn
executive
committee was ap- lieves. Use no substitute. The gen
Representative, W. H. Bucher.
and
pointed
with the follow- uine in a yellow package always For
organised
commissioner
First District,
County
officers
and
Charles F. sale by all druggists.
ing
members:
Abran Gonzales.
casiey, cnairman; uarlos ADreu, seSecond District, Tom Wedgwood.
cretary; Marcelino Garcia, Frank Butt,
Third District, V. G. Trujillo.
Carlos F. Abreu, N. B. Laughlin, J. W.
County clerk, Amada Gonzales.
School superintendent, F. I. Given. Norment, Ed. C. Tafoya, and John W
Mayes.
Assessor, Max L. Kahler.
members: Arthur Selig-maWill
M,
Robins.
Treasurer,
'
chairman, and Adolph P. Hill, seSheriff, J. B. Richardson.
Probate judge, Francisco Apodaca. cretary ol the County Central Committee.
Surveyor, Charles H. Laidlaw.
j
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Railway

M.

man of the county Republican
committee.
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Oil Louis Rockv
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EAST

Plays

A2JX)

Coming direct from the successful
run at the Whitney Opera House in
Chicago, Dave Lewis will be seen in
th? song farce Dont Ll5 to Your
Wlfe'" at the EIks Tneater on Thurs-pe- r
day mght- - 0ne ot tBe noted facts
about a" of Lewis' production is that
this comedian always selects young
ladies for nis chorus with Lillian Rus-i- t
sel1 aspect.
Rowland and Clifford are
"imaging this comedian this season,
anQ wi,h what th author, Campbell B.
Casad, has supplied in the matter of

Players
ses, ponies, dogs and mules, with the
noise and lights and the smell of the
sawdust all on the stage of a theatre.
An
circus girl, all tinsel and
paint, dashing into the ring, a handsome young churchman hurling ciowns
and buffoons aside that he might gath-e- r
to his heart the limp little heap of
tinsel that's the final circus scene in
Frederic Thompson's big New York
success, 'Polly of the Circus," which
comes to the Elks Theatre on Thursday October 24th.
elf-lik- e

self-style- d

BEST

pjfafflM

ROUTE

OR

super-patriotis-

WEST

Hotel Arrivals,

Far rates and full informatioa address

EUGENE FOX, a. f. p. Agaot.
El Paso Texas.

When Going

EAST

WEST

o

si:

5

USE THE

'

office-seekin-

SHORTEST LINE TO

Colorado

: Denver,

Springs and Pueblo

'

i

o

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW

MEXICAN

R0SWELL

BUILDING OR UNION

AUTO CO. R0SWELL

Carrying the O. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with th
El Paso & Southwestern and Reck la
land Railroads and the Atchison,
& Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m.. a
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., arrive in Vaughn at 5:3C p. m.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of the
Office

of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs
Special rates are given for excur
slons, for eight or more passengers.
For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.

j

Interior,

at Santa

Fa, N. M. j
October 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Jose Martinez, of Pecos, N. .VI., who,
on Nov. 10, 1900 made Homes ead No.
NE
and K
NV
07969, for VV
Section 14, Township 15N, Rnnge
HE, N. M. Meridian has filed notice of
intention to make Final
to establish claim to land above
described, before Register or Receiver
U. S. Land Office it San 'a Se, N. M..
on the 18th day of Nov., 1911..
;

4

f,

:

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

-

r

DAVE

LEWIS

AND

"LILLIAN RUSSEL"

keen wit and satire, the whole production is the funniest that Dave Lewis
has ever been connected with. Several specialties are introduced, such
as always feature Lewis' plays, and
the excellent entertainment is supplied by Miriam Shelby, Edna Roland,
Gladys Wilcox, Lillian Stanley, ffistelle
Vernon, Lenore Fray, William C. Hodges, Holworth Stark, Benton Garvin,
Mart Franklin and Edward Spencer.
"Polly of the Circus."
The big circus, three rings, clowns,
acrobats, bareback riders, gymnasts,
aerial and horizontal bar acts, and hor- m

GIRLS.

James C. Dahlman, "Cowboy" Mayor
of Omaha, "Throws the Lariat."
Mayor Jas. C. Dahlman started his
career as a cowboy, and is at present
Mayor of Omaha, and has the following record: Sheriff of Dawes Co., Neb.,
three terms; mayor of Chadron, two
terms; Democratic Nat't Committeeman, eight years; Mayor of Omaha,
six years, and In 1910 Candidate for
Governor of Nebraska. Writing to
Foley & Co., Chicago, he says: "I have
taken Foley Kidney Pills and they
have given me a great deal of relief
so I cheerfully recommend
them."
Yours truly,
tSigned) JAMES C. DAHLMAN.

-- Z

M.

Torrance County Republicans.
Bernalillo County Socialists.
The Republican county convention
The Bernalillo county Socialists
have nominated the following ticket: for Torrance county met at Willard
an dplaced in nomination
John F. Schroeder, John W. Black- - yesterday
"a..eB: ror me leg""6
.
burn and Alexander Craie for eniintv
";isiauve nouse from Torrance county,
commissioners
Earl Gray for sheriff; W. S. Sandon, James W. Chavez. For sheriff, Chris.1,
for assessor; Emil E. Herrmanfi for tino Chavez; for treasurer, Dr. C.
Amble; for clerk, Manuel
Sanchez,
treasurer; Ted H. Bangs for county
for probate judge, Cesario Mon-toyJr.;
clerk; Custer Brewer for superintendfor commissioners, first district,
ent of schools.
David Candelario;
second district,
C. E. Gleckler for senator for senaSerafln Candelario; third district,
torial district No. 7, composed of BerValencia; for assessor, Antonio
nalillo county.
J. Salazar; for superintendent of
Ment Oleson for senator for sena- - schools, the
present Incumbent, C. O.
torial district No. 5, composed of Ber-- iBurt; for county
surveyor, Fred L.
Sandoval
and
San Juan coun Hill. Fred Chavez was made chair-nalillo,
ties.
Alexander Bowdich, Rudolph Sich-le- r
Firflnrri-"and Owen Woodall, for representaHave you Kurnieheor Wooms to Rent?
wi
A little campaign Want advertising tives of the Third District, the county
(xm. Is Interested ana thoald know
ftDoat uie wonaentu
in the New Mexican will keep the in- of Bernallilo.
MARVELWhirlinoSprsy
come from your furnished rooms from
Xbt new VaitlMl
Rivera Stands Pat.
The classified columns are
lapsing.
always looked up closely and It will To the People of Santa Fe County and
yonrdragiriftforlt.
the Public in general:
pay you well to use them.
oauilUt OUDD1T IDC
a ubnt nnd accept no
It has been brought to my atention m
Other,
sump for
7f
ikmjk waiea. It I turn Wkf
If you want anything on earth try that certain persons in this county uiuwiKU
Mrrlimltr. maA direction.
IuIim.
vfUnahi.
ta
maiivei. ra.
New
Mexican
to
Ad.
Want
a
claiming
pertain to the

Oct. 14, 1911.
notice is nereDy given tnat Bonifacio Sandoval of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Nov. 12, 1911, made Homestead
for SE
Section 33,
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to es-- I
tablish claim to the land above de-- i
scribed, before Register or Receiver
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 21st day of Nov. 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Fernandez Armijo, Dionicio SandoClaimant names as witnesses:
Gonzales, Fernandez Gon- val, Placido Armijo, and Maximo Ur
tales, Jose M. Lujan, all of Pecos, N. ban, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
M. Jacinto Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
2

,

MANAGE?

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
j

.

'

N. M,

100 lbr.
Baggage allowance
tt
each regular ticket, excess baggage
at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs
We are equipped to carry any kind

J.W STOCKARD,
Department
TJ. S. Land

DEPOT

Register.
LBT THE WANT
COLUMN DO IT.
A good live advertisement In the
Want column of the New Mexican will

rait any property that is rentable.

There is always some one that wants
what you have got, but you must let
them know It

10265-0797-
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FL030

LIVED

ANGRY

ON
RAW EGGS

HI EDITORS

Mr. Richard's Experience With
ferent Diets.
Peaches and

Dif-

Questions Asked Him About
Virginia Enraged Virginia Orator
GROWS

CILMEjWELLS

Buttermilk for Three Years.
Cecilton, Md.

JOKES

Mr. George Richards,

of this place, during the past 12 years,
has probably tried more different diet!

than the average person would ever us

a lifetime.
Those Were to Fortify the in What he has to say about his expertments, musi inereiore oe nigiuy interest"Joker" In His Constituing to anyone suffering from indigestior
tional Amendment.
or stomach troubles of any kind.

-

"For

than 12 years.
stomach troubles, and
paid hundreds of dollars for doctor bills
and medicines. I was also operated on
for piles.
1 lived on dried
peaches and buttermilk
for nearly three years. The only thing
that would not give me pain was raw eggs,
1 was a
physical wreck. I could not
sleep, and was as near crazy as a man
could well be.
1 must
say that after taking two
packages of Thedford's
it did me more good than all 1 ever spent
for other medicines.
I have been
working daily on the farm
ever since, and 1 am as hard as iron."
This purely vegetable remedy has been
in successful use for more than 70 years.
Try it. But be sure that it's "Thedford's."
He says:

I suffered with

Flushed with anger and frequently
mopping his face with a large white
handkerchief, his voice at times
hoarse with rage or a cold, Representative Henry Delaware Flood of
let forth the flood gates of
his wrath last night on the Santa Fe

New Mexican, tie Albuquerque HerDeleald, President William H. Taft,
Regate William H. Andrew and the
took
His
speech
publican party.
about an hour to deliver and was interspersed with southern jokes which
served as a safety valve, saving the
speaker from exploding with wrath.
The hall of representatives in the
capitol was comfortably filled with
men and women, and It was noted an old professor, in surprise. "No,"
that a large number of Republicans answered the boy, "but I can tell
were present. They listened in silence who's getting licked by the way they
.
as they heard the Republican party get angry!"
Mr. Flood later in his speech calmed
attacked, but applauded vociferously
as the jokes were told, regardless down and admitted that the constituwhom these jokes hit.
tion of Virginia does take a year longApart from venting his anger on his er to amend than would that of New
critics, Mr. Flood did not make any Mexico under the new scheme to be
very convincing arguments or say any- voted on.
He would not be so frank and admit
thing strikingly new. One of the best
points he made was doubtless that the that the negroes are disfranchised in
election of November 7 has to be a his state which might account for the
clean one. free from bribery or corrjp- - low vote he received for Congress, but
i said
tion of any kind, otherwise there
that he had no man to run against
be an investigation of New Mexico s and the Democrats with the aid of the
affairs by a Democratic house.
Insurgent Republicans so arranged
What Irritated Him.
matters that only one candidate was
With Mr. Flood on the platform saf, run.
candiW. C. McDonald, Democratic
Mr. Flood warmly defended the validate for governor and G. A. Richard- ant soldiers who went to Washington
son, who had presided at the state con- to fight for the blue ballot, and as
vention which nominted Mr. McDon- warmly denounced Delegate W. H. Anald. Mr. Richardson introduced Mr. drews and the stand pat Republicans
Flood in a brief, well worded speech for what they had to do with recent
end throughout the evening Mr
legislation regarding New Mexico.
was the legal mind behind Mr,
In stating that New Mexico owes
Flood, showing the audience whereto nothing to the Republican party for
applaud, for Mr. Richardson led in the boon of statehood, the speaker
the applause probably half a dozen failed to mention the debt this territimes and the audience cangnt on in tory owes to a Democratic United
a few seconds. Four stenograpners states senator from Oklahoma who
sat in front cf Mr. Flood ;aking down blocked New Mexico's admission to
conthe Union during the sixty-firs- t
hs speecn.
The speech was begun by the speak- gress when the Republican House and
er taking out of his pocket a copy of Senate agreed to let New Mexico in
the Santa Fe New Mexican and turn- the Union.
Mr. Flood's vociferous discourse
ing to the editorial page. Mr. Flood
called attention to the editorial which made no votes, but it is a sure thing
spoke of his presence in the city and that he tells jokes well and gave many
' ch propounded a few questions for a person a good laugh. His negro dia
lect is as good as Joel Chandler Harris,
Flood, concluding with
Should not Mr. Flood make his ef- - but the joke about the negro passing
3 for easier amendments of a con-vthe bullet after the bullet had first
ition and for the blue ballot at passed him, is a trifle stale. These
e in Virginia instead of wasting jokes, however, were simply to fortify,
valuable time that tne government and are on a par with the joke includis paying for, here In New Mexico? ed in the Flood amendment asking
Then the "flood" burst forth. The New Mexico to amend the constituspeaker wanted to know what had Vir- tion in a way to make it much more
ginia to do with New Mexico; here, easy of amendment than that of the
someone whispered "Yes, what has it state of Virginia from which Mr
and why is he here? What had the Flood comes.
vote cast for Mr. Andrews to do with
the vote for Mr. Flood; what had the ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF
SANTA FE ELECTRIC LAUNDRY
constitution of New Mexico to do with
COMPANY
that of Virginia? He then took a fling
at New Mexico editors, and in his an- Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
ger declared that their "low intelli'
Certificate of Comparison.
gence" might explain Mr. Beveridge's
of this territory. He referred
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
opinion
'
to New Mexico editors as low brows, Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
who could lie better than the devils certify that there was filed for record
in this office at 5:30 o'clock p. m., on
in hell.
The audience at times howled with the Ninth day of October, A. D. 1911;
delight to see Mr. Flood so irritated, Articles of Incorporation of Santa Fe
Number
possibly remembering the question Electric Laundry Company,
asked the butcher's boy who seemed 6943; and also, that I have compared
intensely amused at a Latin debate the following copy of the same with
the original thereof now on file, and
'
held in Rome:
"Do you understand Latin?" asked declare it to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico, at the City of Santa Fe, the
Capital, on this Ninth day of October, A. D. 1911.
NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of New Mexico.
(SEAL)
Articles of Incorporation of the
Santa Fe Electric Laundry Company.
We, the undersigned, in order to
nl

Black-Draug-

ht,

Rich-ardso- n

(

!;

...

DOCTORS

FAILED TO

HELP HER

form a corporation for the purposes
hereinafter stated, under and pur
suant to the provisions of an Act of
the Legislative Assembly of the Ter
ritory of New Mexico, entitled "An
Cured by Lydia E. Pinkham's Act to regulate the formation and
and government of corporations for
Vegetable Compound
mining, manufacturing, industrial and
Pound, Wis. "I am glad to
other pursuits," approved March 15,
that I have been cured of dys-- 1905, do
hereby certify as follows:
ipepsia ana iemaie
1. The name of this corporation
troubles by your
medicine. I had shall be Santa Fe Electric Laundry
been troubled with Company.
both for fourteen
2. The registered office of this cor
years and consulted poration shall be at the city of Santa
different doctors,
Territory of New Mexico, and H
but failed to get any Fe,
relief. After using S. Clancy is designated as the statu
Lydia E. Pinkham's tory agent therein, in charge there
Com- of, and upon whom process against
Vegetable
pound and Blood this corporation may be served.
Purifier I can say I
3.
The objects for which this cop
am a weu woman.
is established are, to engage
I can't find words to express my thanks poration
for the good your medicine has done in the general laundry business; to
me. You maypublish this if you wish." acquire, purchase, hold, lease, build
Mrs. Herman Sieth, Pound, Wis. and construct and maintain for purThe success of Lydia E. Pinkham's poses of the corporation, a laundry
Vegetable Compound, made from roots plant, buildings, machinery and equipand herbs, is unparalleled. It may be ment necessary for the operation and
used with perfect confidence by women
who suffer from displacements, inflam- - maintenance of the same, and to pur4.
1
H
1MiHAn AWIJ
IlUtUUU. muoiawwui
uuiuiu buuiors, if chase, lease, hojd and improve, mortperiodic pains, backache, gage and convey, land and real estate
regularities,
bearinsr-dow- n
feeling, flatu,encv. indi necessary for th purpose of this cor
gestion, dizziness, or nervous prostra- - poration; to purcse, hold and
the shares of the capital stock- of
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkham's this corporation, and to enter into,
has
been
the
Vegetable Compound
perform and carry out con
standard remedy for female ills, and make,
tracts
for
any lawful purpose or pur
to
owe
themselves
women
it
suffering
to at least give this medicine a trial. poses of this corporation.
4. The corporation - Is authorised
Proof is abundant that it has cured
o issue capital stock to the extent of
thousands of others and why
it not euro you?
ve thousand dollars, divided into
v . 1
f
fty stores of the par value of one
If yon want special advice wr5tH
unarea aoiisrs eacn.
xu."inKnant. iiyiiii,.a
5. xhe names and postofflce
ad
It is free and always helpfu
ce

-

-

i

j

dresses of the incorporators, and the
number of shares of capital stock
subscribed for by each, the aggregate
of which shall be the amount with
which this corporation will commence business, are as follows:
William G. Sargent, Santa Fe, X.
M., 10 shares.
Fred Fornoff, Santa Fe, X. M., 10
shares.
Jason W. Fairfie.d, Santa Fe, X. M.,
9 shares.
Frank Owen, Santa Fe, X. M., 3
shares.
Thomas Doran, Santa Fe, X. M., 5
shares.
Arthur Griffin, Santa Fe, X. M., 5
shares.
Andrew G. Pollock, Santa Fe, X. M..
5 shares.
Charles W. Fairfield, Santa Fe, X.
M., 1 share.
6.
The time for which this corporation shall exist shall be fifty years.
7.
William G. Sargent, Fred Fornoff, Jason W. Fairfield, Frank Owen,
Thomas Doran, Arthur Griffin, Andrew G. Pollock and Charles W. Fairfield are hereby named and appointed
the directors of this corporation, who
are to act as such for the first three
months after the filing of this certificate of incorporation.
In Witness Whereof we have hereunto set our hands and seals this
ninth day of October, 1911.
(SEAL)
WILLIAM G. SARGENT
(SEAL)
FRED FORXOFF
(SEAL)
J. W. FAIRFIELD
(SEAL)
FRANK OWEN
(SEAL)
THOS. DORAN
ARTHUR J. GRIFFIN
(SEAL)
AXDREW G. POLLOCK
(SEAL)
CHARLES W. FAIRFIELD (SEAL)
Territory of Xew Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
On this ninth day of October, 1911,
before me personally appeared William G. Sargent, Fred Fornoff, Jason
W. Fairfield, Frank Owen, Thomas
Doran, Arthur Griffin, Andrew G. Pollock, and Charles W. Fairfield, to me
known to be the persons described
in and who executed the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged that they
executed the same as their free act
and deed.
In Witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official
seal the day and year first above writ
ten.
EDWIN F. COARD,
Notary Public
(Notarial Seal)
My Commission expires July 15th,
1913.

ENDORSED:
No. 6943.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page
130.
Articles of Incorporation of
Santa Fe Electric Laundry Company.
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
Mexico, Oct. 9, 1911; 5:30 p. m.
NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary.
Compared O. to C.
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF
EQUITABLE LOAN AND INVESTMENT COMPANY.
Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
Certificate of Comparison.
of the
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at Nine o'clock a. m., on
the Twenty-fiftday of August, A. D.
1911; Certified Copy of Articles of
Incorporation of the Equitable Loan
& Investment Company, Number 6905,
A Foreign Corporation from the Territory of Arizona; and also, that I
have compared the following copy of
the same, with the original thereof
now on file, and declare it to be a
correct transcript therefrom and of
the whole thereof. .
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico, at the City of Santa Fe, the
Capital, on this 25th day of August
h

A.

T.

1911.

NATHAN

JAFFA,

Secretary of New Mexico
(SEAL)

Territory of Arizona,
Office of the Territorial Auditor.
United States of America,
Territory of Arizona. ss.
I, G. A. Mauk, Territorial Auditor
of Arizona, do hereby certify that the
annexed is a true and complete
transcript of the Articles of Incorporation of The Equitable Loan & In
vestment Company, which wer filed
in this office on the twenty-nintday
of August, A. D. 1910 at three o'clock
p. m., as provided by law.
In Testimony Whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal.
Done at the City of phoenix, the Capital, this 21st day of June,
h

A. D. 1911.
G. A. MAUK,

Territorial Auditor.
(Territorial Auditor's Seal).
Articles of Incorporation.
Be It Known, That we the under
signed, do hereby associate ourselves
together and form a corporation under Chapter II of Title XIII. Revised
Statutes of Arizona, 1901, and acts
amendatory thereto, and adopt the
following Articles of Incorporation.
Article 1. That the name of the corporation shall be The Equitable Lout)
& Investment Company, and its principal place of transacting business ir
Arizona is Phoenix.

Offices may be

established, business transacted and
meetings of stockholders and direc
tors held at such places within c
of
or.tside of Arizona as the
the company shall provide.
Article II. That the purposes for
which this corporation is formed are,
Doing of a general loan and investment business borrowing and lending
01 money, credits and other things of
value; dealing in bonds, ce.'ilfk-ntesof
coat:acts and o'her evideni
s

,

The acquirim;

and

posing of real property wherever

dislo- -

cated. The doing of and all things J
necessary and incident and proper.!
not contrary to law to effectuate any

THE OOCTOjTS OUESTIQN

of the foregoing purposes
shall be. Much Sickness Due to Bowel Disdeemed the power of this corporation.!
orders.
Article III. The time of the com-- j
A doctor's first question when conof the corporation shall
"Are your
be the day these articles are filed in sulted by a patient is:
accordance with law. and the termin- - bowels regular?"
He knows that
ninety-eigh- t
ation thereafter fhall be twenty-fivper cent of illness is attended with inactive bowels and torpid
years thereafter.
Article IV. The amount of Authori- liver, and that this condition must be
zed Capital stock of this corporation removed gently and thoroughly before
is SlOiMitin.00, divided into 10,000 health can be restored.
Rexall
Orderlies are a positive,
shares of $100 cich, and until such
time as the Board of Directors, by res- pleasant and safe remedy for constiolution, may direct, said capital stock pation and bowel disorders in general.
shall be paid into the corporat.on in We are so certain of their great curacash or personal property, transferred tive value that we promise to return
to said corporation for its use and pur- the purchaser's money in every case
when
fail to produce entire satisposes, in the payment of which, shares faction.they
of Capital Stock of the said corporaRexall
Orderlies are eaten like
tion may be issued; stock also may
bo issued for services and other con- candy, they act quietly, and have a
strengthening, healing insiderations, including bonds, stocks srothlng.
fluence on the entire intestinal tract.
and other securities of other corpora
do not purge, gripe, cause naulions, and the capital stock so issued, They
excessive looseness,
shall thereupon and thereby become, sea, flatulence,
diarrhoea or other annoying effects.
and be fully paid up and
The judgment of the They are especially good for children,
able forever.
weak persons or old folks.
Three
directors at to the value of any prnp-- j
sizes, 50c, 25c, and 10c. Sold only at
erry, right or interest or thing ac-- i our store.
The
The Rexall Store.
(Itiircd in exchange for capital stock) Fischer
Drug Company, 232 San Franshall be conclusive.
cisco Street.
Article V. The affairs of this cor-- j
be
conducted
shall
by ai stock is: $100,000.00.
poration
board of not less than three nor more
The amount of capital actually isthan fifteen directors, by whom a sued and
outstanding is: $25,000.00.
shall he
President and
to be
The character of business
elected and a Secretary and Treasutransacted in Xew Mexico is; a geneThe
shall
be
rer appointed.
directors
ral loan and investment business, iselected by and from among the stockand selling real estate, loan and
holders on the Twentieth (20th) day suing
investment and Home Purchasing InUntil
of September of each year.
vestment Contracts.
their successors are elected and qualiIn Witness Whereof, the said Equi
persons
fied, the following named
has
shall be the directors and officers: table Loan & Investment Co. subF. A. Jones, J. L. Wyatt and H. A. caused its name to be hereunto
scribed and its corporate seal to be
Davis.
Ar.y two offices may be held
affixed and these presents to be
hereto
to
and
the
same
person,
by the
right
elect or appoint other officers or executed by its Vice president and
A.
ager.ts, and to create such offices as Secretary, this 5th day of August,
the board of directors may deem nec- D. 1911.
essary is hereby granted said corpora-- j THE EQUITABLE LOAN & INVESTMEXT
COMPAXY.
tion.
By CLAREXCE CLEMENT,
Article VI. The highest amount of
Attest:
to
the
which
or
indebtedness
liability
J. L. WYATT, Secretary.
corporation is at any time to subject
ENDORSED:
of
itself is not to exceed
Foreign, No. 6906, Cor. Re'c. Vol. 6,
the Authorized Capital Stock.
Certificate Designating
124,
Article VII. The private property Page
Place of Busi
and
Agent
Principal
of
of the stockholders
the corporation ness of
Loan & Invest
The
Equitable
corshall be forever exempt from
ment Company in New Mexico,
porate debts of any kind whatsoever.
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
In Witness Whereof, We hereto af25, 1911: 9 a. m..
fix our signatures this 29th day of Mexico, Aug.
XATHAX JAFFA,
August, 1910.
Secretary
F. A. JONES.
Compared C. F. K. to J. O,
J. L. WYATT,
H. A. DAVIS.
Take Your Common Colds Seriously.
Territory of Arizona,
Common colds, severe and frequent,
County of Maricopa.
the foundation of chronic diseased
Before me, P. K. Hickey, a Xotary lay
conditions of the nose and throat, and
and
Public in and for the county
may develop into bronchitis, pneumo
territory aforesaid, on this day per- nia and consumption.
For all coughs
and
L.
A.
Jones,' J.
sonally F.
Wyatt
and colds in children and in grown
H. A. Davis known to me to be the
take Foley's Honey and Tar
same persons who signed the fore- persons,
to Compound promptly. For sale by all
going instrument, acknowledged
me that they executed the same for druggists.
the purposes therein mentioned.
Love.
Given under my hand and seal of
Mabel I am sure he must have
office this 29th day of August, 1910.
loved her very dearly.
My commission will expire on the
Maude I should say so. He married
7th day of Dec, 1910.
her in spite of the fact that he had
P. K. HICKEY,
been out in the rain with her all one
(XOTARIAL SEAL)
Notary Public afternoon, was seasick with
her, and
of
Arizona,
Territory
saw her unexpectedly at home the
County of Maricopa. ss.
morning after a dance. Puck.
I, C. F. Leonard, County Recordel
in and for the County and Territorj
The Black Hand.
aforesaid, hereby certify that I have
"Our whole neighborhood has been
compared the foregoing copy with
the original Articles of Incorporation stirred up," said the regular reader.
The editor of the country weekly
of The Equitable Loan & Investment
Company, filed and recorded in my seized his pen. "Tell me all about it,"
office on the 29th day of August, 1910. he said. "What we want Is news?
and that the same is a full, true and What stirred it up?"
"Plowing," said the farmer. Driftcorrect copy of sucn original and of
wood.
the whole thereof.
Witness my hand and seal of office,
Reasonable Role.
this 29th day of August, 1910.
"Don't you enjoy having summer
C. F. LEONARD,
(SEAL)
County Recorder. boarders ?"
"Not much," replied Mr. Corntossel.
Filed in the office of the Territorial
Auditor of the Territory of Arizona "Most of them read the comic papers.
this 29th day of August, A. D. 1910, at Mandy insists on my eating with my
3 p. m., at request of F. A. Jones whose knife and saying b'gosh, so as to keep
'em convinced that I'm a regular
post office address is Phoenix, Ari- farmer."
zona.
W. C. FOSTER,
OFTEN THE CASE.
Territorial Auditor.
Made LAU
Compared F. L. to L. P.
ENDORSED:
Foreign, No. 0905, Cor. Rec'd. Vol.
6, Page 124, Certified Copy of Articles
of Incorporation of The Equitable
Loan & Investment Company.
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
Mexico, Aug. 25, 1911: 9 A. M.
NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary
Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
Certificate of Comparison.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at Nine o'clock a. m., on
the Twenty-fiftday of August, A. D.
Judge Nice auto you have, but It
1911; Certificate Designating Agent
and Principal Place of Business in looks rather bare. Where are all the
New Mexico for The Equitable Loan seat cushions?
Fudge Well, I'm tinkering with the
& Investment Company, Number 6906,
s
of the time,
A Foreign Corporation from the Ter- machinery
so I put them under the car, where
ritory of Arizona; and also, That I
have compared the following copy of they're give me the most comfort.
the same, with the original thereof
now on file, and declare it to be a
Change of Batters.
correct transcript therefrom and of The buckwheat cake will soon go out.
free!
But,
that doesn't matter;
the whole .thereof.
In just five weeks our int'rest will
Given under my hand and the Great
Be in the baseball batter.
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico, at the City of Santa Fe, the
Might Be Worse.
Capital, on this 25th day of August
"He married a woman who couldn't
A. D. 1911.
io anything but play bridge wbist"
NATHAN JAFFA,
"Poor devil!"
Secretary of New Mexico.
"Why do you say 'Poor devil !'t
(SEAL)
They have already bought an
Statement of The Equitable Loan &
out of ber winnings."
Investment Company.
This association duly incorporated
Worse.
under the laws of the Territory of
Citizen "The anarchists are planArizona, and desiring to transact busi
ness in the Territory of New Mexico, ning a big demonstration down out
way. Can't you spare us some cops?"
makes the following statement:
Chief "Not a one. This Is the night
The name of the organization is:
banque
The Equitable Loan & Investment tor the freshmen-sophomor- e
op at the college."
Company.
The location of its registered office
Not Finished.
in New Mexico is: Santa Fe, and the
be what you wouldr call the typt
name of the agent In charge of such
office upon whom process against the Ml man about townf"
'
You see, be
"Well, not typlcaL
corporation may be served is: O. C.
has never yet figured in an automobile
Watson A Company.
,
The amount of authorised capital locldent with a party of stag ladles.'

Wiley, the famous government expert,
has conducted an active campaign for
pure food in the interest of public health.
His advocacy in a recent speech of the
use of Cotton Oil as a food is, therefore, especially significant ; it simply emphasizes the wholesomeness of Cotto-le- ne
the vegetable oil shortening
which is composed so essentially oi Cotton Oil, the use of which he so strongly
Cottolene is endorsed
recommends.
by .physicians generally, because of its
puifty and wholesomeness. ' It has been
the! leader in Cotton Oil products for
over twenty-fi- re
yews,
-

CARDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

....

--

PAUL A. F. WALTER
Santa Fe,

iv?nmj

FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot.
Itage. Bath, ranee, light. O- C. Wat.
son & Co.

Attorney-at-La-

e

-

New Mex!c

LADIES Send for catalog of relia'ilj
uiu; aim ruum-npruiaiLit:4
Supply Co., 250 South St.,
Practice in ue Distri t Court m
X.
J.
well aB before the Supreme Court oi Newark,
the territory.
WAXTED Fay or tioard at start to
New Mexico
Las Cruces,
learn trades. Automobiles, Electricity, Bricklaying, Plumbing, by actual
C. V. Q. WAF.D
work on jobs. Only few montt,3 reTerritorial District Attorn y
Xo apprenticeship drudgery.
quired.
Counties
Mora
For San Miguel and
New Mexico. COO students last year. Catalogue
I.as Vegas,
free. Vnited Trade School, Los Angeles.
E. C. A3SOTT
HOLT

4

SUTHERLAND

Attorneys-at-La-

.Col-Ma-

Av.torniy-at-La'.'-Practic- e

TYPE WK'TERS
in the District and r5u
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
careful
and
Courts.
Prompt
preme
Ribbons and supplatens furnished.
attention given 10 all business
sold, exchanged
plies.
Typewriters
New Mexico
Santa Fe.
and rented. Standard makes hanced.
All repair work and typewritea guarG. W. VRICHARD
Exanteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Phone 231.
change.
Practice in all thr District Coujt-ngiven special attention to cases,
WAXTED Canvassing Agents at
before the Territorial Supreme Court once for the sale of "Compendium of
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa F N. M Everyday Wants," the book of gen-- J
eral necessity, price $1.50; also for
HARRY D. MOULTON
Devil's Bride," a wonderful re--I
j "The
linious allegory, price $1.00. Either
out fit sent postpaid for 10 cents. 50
Attorney-at-Laper cent commission to agents. Big
sellers. Address
A. B. KUHLMAN,
St.. Chicago, 111.
Publisher, 136 Wt-sSanta Fe, N. M.
j

t

Fraternal Societies

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

MASONIC.
Montezuma

Chas. R. Easley
Chas. F. Easley.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and befors
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
8anU Fe. N. M., branch Office Eetan- cla, N. M.

No. 1,

.

Lodge

F. & A. M.

Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic

H. H. DORMAN.

Master
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in all the Courts and Be
fore the Interior Department.
New Mexico.
Taos,
H. L. ORTIZ,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts i
the Territory.
New Hence
Santa Fe

Santa Fe Chapter No.
A. M. Regular

1, R.

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER.
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

PROBERT & COMPANY

Investments

?

Santa Fe Comn.anderj
No. 1. K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Mon- day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

La ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
p. m.
Money Loaned for investors
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
We have for sale general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
Merchandise.
and other Business Opportuniiiei
Santa Fe ixdge of
throughout Taon county.
Bank References Furnished
Peifection No. 1, 14th
New Mexico
degree. Ancient and AcTaos,
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in
In
RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF Masonic Hall, souththesideevening
of Plaza.
21
Red
6
Phone,
Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are corOFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA dially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Phone, 220 Black
Venerable Master.
OFFICE HOURS, 1 to 3 P. M.
HENRT F. STEPHENS. 32

W

J. M. DIAZ,

DR.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.

Secretary.

B.

B. P. O. E.

Genito urinary Diseases.

Santa Fe Lodge

its regular session on
the second and fourth
of each
Wednesday

ADMINISTERED.

Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given op J.
application.
State

Nat. Bank Bid;., Albuquerque

N

M

5 p.

m.

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist
Spitz's Jewelry Store.

Over

Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to
And by Appointment.

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tables
sf the local railroads:

No.

460, B. P. O. E. holds

THE WASSERMAN & NOOUCH'
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"

month. Visiting broth-

ers are inviteo

o

and

welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

D. SENA,

Secretary.

Independent Order ot Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Brothers are always welcome.
GEO. W. PRICHARD.

C. J. NEIS,

President
-

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER

Leave

"A. T. A S. F. Hy."

Homestead

P. va.
4 p. mp

connect with No.

1, west

bound.

Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30

p. m.

7:20 p. m. cocect with No. 7 and
) westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
Returning arrv at San .4 Fe 11: lb
p. m.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomea
Meets
Second

and Fourth Thuro
days, Fireman's
Hall. H. Foreman,
G.

C.

Sec

Richie, Cor.
Mrs. Daisy

Farmer.

Santa Fa Camp
13514,

M.

W.

A.

fleets second Tuesday each month, so
clal meeting tUrd

D. & ft. Q. Hy.

2

No.

2879.

8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westbound. No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10

h

Is

CHAS. E. LINNET. Secretary.

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,

two-third- s

seven-eighth-

at

Hall

7.30.

t.

sstto-mobil-

Dr. Wiley Commends Cotton Oil
For over quarter of a century Dr.

PROFESSION

Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Tuesday at Elks
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
Hall. Visting neigh
New exlco Central Ry.
bors welcome.
Leave 5:45 p. m., coniects with No.
L. Q. WHITTIER, Consul
east and 1 south and weBL
CHaS. A. RISING, Clerk.
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections

from No.

3

east

Santa Fe Camp No.
6673. R. N. A. meets
Herewith are some bargains offered
fourth Tuesday of
New
the
Mexican
by
PrintingComeach month: sopany: Cede of Civil Procedure of the
cle meeting third
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
Tuesday' at Elks'
bound, l ; paper bound. 76c. Missouri
HalL
Visitlnr
Pleading forms, S; Missouri Cods
neighbors welcome
S;
the two for $10.
Pleadings.
NETTIE VICKROY,
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Law
Omcle.
of New Mexico, ;889, WJI and 1903. FLORENCE RISING.
English and Spanish pamphlets. $2.25:
Recorder.
full leather $3.
Sheriffa Flexibli
FOLEY
KIDNEY PILLS,
Oover Pock-- t Dockets, single, $1.25;
'
the
Just
Supply
ingredients needed
more
twe er
New to build
books, $1 each.
up, strengthen and restore
Burreme Court Reports, Vos the natural action of the kidneys and
and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com bladder. Specially
prepared for hack-achpilatlea Corporation Las, 75 c Comheadache, nervousness, rheumasllatfea Mining Laws, so c Money's tism and all kidney, bladder and uriJtseat of New Ymeo Reperta. fol) nary irregularities. For sale by all
sheet. SM: tall Uat Mfcee! alaaka. druggists.
1

e,

-
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thorne won the Jaffa prize of $5 for) tried this week in district court tor heavy. Union Pacific fell below yes- - 51
sugar, 11S; Atchison, 107
the best bread baked by a girl under' criminal assault, the tirst namt.il upon terday's low price and
New York
ROUND UP.
Reading was! Great Northern, 12G
fifteen year old Josefa Gutierrez and under some pressure but Lehigh Val- Central, 105
Northern Pacific, 116
fair.
the last named upon seventy year old ley was relatively firm. Norfolk and
' - Southern Pacif1
Reading, 139
to 107. The trend ic, 1G3
The
store, tne one that Mrs. Socorro Chavez, both critaes be- Western rose 1
steel, pfd,
steel, 59
you can always get the snappy goods. ing committeed the same evening and of prices was upward in the second 109
V
Santa Fe. X M.. Oct. 17
right from the designers. The store both men being indicted at the same hour but the recovery consisted of
For New Mexico Fair tonight
only fractions and the buying de- BARDSHAR MAY HAVE
V and Wednesday.
x that will open your eyes. That is time.
creased steadily. Bonds were easier.
See
Townsend's.
the
advertisement.
Fortified
With
and
TO PROSECUTE CORPORATIONS
good
Comedy
XXXXXXSXXXXXXXXX
' to
Early losses were reduced to small
Avenue
Palace
the
Asphalting
Today songs,
song farce,- "Don't Lie
Contractor McLaughlin began rolling Your W ife," written by Campbell D. fractions during a slow hardening
Girl Wanted for Housework
H. P. Bardshar, United States colWantmovement that began around midday.
ed a gir! for general housework at 405 the crushed stone and applying the Casd, a New York newspaperman,
lector of Internal revenue at Santa Fe,
Upward Movement.
East Palace avenue.
received instructions today from R.
asphalt on East Palace avenue. He and produced by Rowland and Clifford,
New York, Oct. 17. The upward E. Cabell, commissioner of
Window glass and putty at Goebels. expects to finish the work in two comes to the Elks Theatre on Thursinternal
Rexall Special Talcum Powders at weeks.
day night with the aviator of the co- movement attained greater momen- revenue, to file informations immediof
in
the
the
latter
tum
afternoon
part
reduced prices this week at Fischer
For Sale Mrs. Wagner, on Wash- medy, Dave Lewis, in the title role.
ately with the United States district
and Union Pacific, U. S. Steel and
Drug Company.
attorney against 3,000 New Mexico
ington avenue, will sell out her entire This is the same production, which
Milk and Cream always on hand stock of household goods, Including enjoyed the long successful run at Reading rose to a level slightly above and Arizona
corporations which have
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black, brass beds, birdseye maple dressers, the Whitney Opera House in Chicago yesterday's close. Most stocks show- failed to make income tax reports.
ed
small
gains.
188.
The companies are subject to a fine
tables, mahogany dining room and last season. Mr. Lewis is assisted
Close Strong.
Suit on Account was filed by John parlor sets. Sale private.
of $1,000 to $10,000.
with an excellent cast, comprising
H. Walker vs. F. S. Donnell,
The market closed strong. Trivial
Grecian dances will be seen at the Miriam Shelby, Edna Roland, Gladys
praying
judgment for $279.25 together with in Elks Theater Saturday night, October Wilcox, Lillian Stanley, Estelle Vern- fluctuations were the rule in the closFOR RENT Ten room
24S
terest and costs.
ing hour but the market maintained Agua Fria street. One house, room
21. The seat sale will probably open on, Lenore Frey, Lora Rose, Holworth
large
a decided undercurrent of firmness.
Masonic Temple Dedicated With in a
afBenton
suitable for store. Also store furniGarvin,
Stark, Harry Ellis,
day or two at Fischer's. The
New York, N. Y., Oct. 17 Prime pa- ture fos rent if wanted. Good steel
imposing ceremonies the $75,000 Mas- fair is given under the auspices of the Mart Franklin and Edward Spencer.
onic Temple at Albuquerque was dedi- lccal
4
per cent; Mexican dollars, roof, stable and well water. Close to
Don't Fail to Get a can of Talcum per,
lodge of Elks.
cated yesterday by the Masonic grand
2
depot. Good location for business.
League for Local Op- Powder at our special sale this week 45; money steady, 2
New York, Oct. 17 Amalgamated,
lodge.
Fischer Drug Company.
Will rent all or part. A. Bustamante.
tion At a meeting ot the
Won Jaffa Prize Alberta
Haw- Wants Assessment Set Aside The
League at Albuquerque yesterday, it
declared in favor of local option and American Turquoise Company, a corpa concerted effort will be made to se- oration, has filed a petition in th
92....Phone....29
cure county local option through the district clerk's office vs. Celso Lopez,
treasurer and
first state legislature.
collector of
HAYWARD'S MARKET Special Sale on Talcum Powders Santa Fe county, asking that the asat the Rexall Store this week, Fisch- sessment made on the turquoise mines
be set aside. The petition is by J,
er Drug Company.
Fair Weather Fair as only New P. McNulty and states that the coun
assessed the pro
Mexico weather can be, have been the ty commissioners
past few weeks. However, it is quite duct of the mines in August, 1911, at
cool, and last night the temperature $25,000 for years 1910 and 1911, but
in reality there has not been any
dropped to a minimum of thirty de that
stone in the past six
marketable
while
the maximum yesterday
grees,
was fifty-siwith a relative years. Mr. McNulty states also that
degrees
'
he had not been notified of this raise
humidity in the evening of thirty-sevein assessment and if he had he would
per cent. The frost was heavy this have
gone before the board of equalibut
is
much
warmer.
morning
today
seeking redress.
HAYWARD'S
MARKET To Be Tried for Heinous Offense zation
Fans Were Excited Intense excitePaul Ross, a young married man, and
Juan Moiloz of Albuquerque, are to be ment prevailed this afternoon around
92.. .Phone ..92
the New Mexican's
bulletin board
when the final innings of the New
game were played.
A war in China or the bombardment
of Tripoli might elicit a passing mur
mur of surprise but this game kept
the fans in such suspense that it was
One-thireally painful to watch their faces.
of a person's lifeis spent in bed, and that third
When finally the news Philadelphia
be
well
should
had won was flashed over the wires,
spent. A good bed will make your sleep comfortable
JAMES C. McCONVERY,
a shout of joy arose from the friends and
We
have many styles, priced from $3.00 to $45.00.
easy.
of the victors.
THE

N--

IE

DAILY

.

4

I

"EMPRESS FLOUR"

Q.HgEggteed..the Best and Whitest Made.

M EATS

The Best That Money Will
Buy

BAKERY

GOODS

Phone No. 4.

-- THE

BEST

M EATS

OF EVERYTHING.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

4

4

Anti-Saloo- n

Anti-Saloo- n

WE RECOMMEND

TO YOU THE

f.RUEN

DO YOU ENJOY THAT THIRD ?

viSlte'

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son,
your grandson, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE
IN THE WORLD

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW
PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN
s
cased in an
of
14
variety
distinctive, original
and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.
end-les-

" It's the Watch for You."

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTE

Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.

repair-departme-

nt

;

I

x

n

SWEET PEAS,

DAHLIAS,
PANSIES.

DAVID LOWITZKI,
Dealer

iu New

and

Second-Han-

Hardy Plants and Flowers.

Phone, Black 204.

d

rd

Attitude of Department of Justice
ward Trusts Helped Bears at
First.

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,

..MILLINERY..

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.
Highest.Cash Price Paid for
New and

Second-Han-

d

Goods.

SANTA FE, N. M.

LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS. , WE KNOW
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED

il

125

A,"e MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

To-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Oct. 17 The attitude of
officials of the Department of Justice
toward the American Tobacco Comand repany's plan of
vival of reports that action was soon
to be taken by the government against
the United States Steel Corporation
combined to depress prices materially in the morning session of the stock
market. United States Steel was' the
weakest of the prominent Issues.
Both issues of American
Tobacco
bonds and the preferred stock were

for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

d

6 BLAC K.

1

Second-Han-

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

? v"
STOCK MARKET OPENED
WEAK THIS AFTERNOON.

415 Palace Avenue.

Sa5eVMexico

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

$100 $2.00 per Dozen

ROSES

CLARENDON

GARDENS;

Besides All Other Flowers Now in Season.
Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE,

Manager,

Jniib
TAILOMNC DEPA RMENT
and Domestic Samples to select from,
Imported
IMMI
Ilili! J.
II
- w
t
J. t
t
4r
t
111c uwl Li id i wcis cvci
aiiuwii 111 pallia u a 11 V
viiij
njvvrv
Fe, but in fact THE BEST EVER SHOWN IN THE WORLD!
Our Sort of Tailoring is an "Art" not an " Industry "
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EH Our cutter measures his customers and designs his patterns with the picture of the wearer in his mind-H- e's
an " Artist." If you enjoy clothes of quality, Sirclothes that are correctly cut and handsomely
tail-ored-beautif-

trimmedyou'll be delighted with our tailoring. ; From the best Foreign and
we have the choicest productions in SUITINGS. OVERCOATS and TROUSERINGS.
designs that are confined to us for this locality.
Tj '

ully

Domestic Looms

We have many exclusive

y'

Stilts, $18.00 Up,
Copyright

WILL

nart

Overcoats, $18.00 Up,
T?otse?s, $4.50 Up.

Schafthcr & Marx

IF WE TAILOR YOU ONCE, YOU'LL WANT US TO DO
IT AGAIN AND AGAIN, AND THEN SOME MORE COME AND SEE US.

YOU NOT TEST US WITH YOUR FALL ORDER?

1

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

ALUONI

